January 15, 2018

Dear [Name],

Re: Your request for access to information under Part II of the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act, 2015 [Our File #: PRE/60/2017]

On December 14, 2017, the Premier’s Office received your request, by transfer from the OCIO, for access to the following records/information:

"I request any and all deleted emails which are currently on the live production system regarding correspondence concerning Canopy Growth and the provincial government’s marijuana(cannabis) plan. Aside from the keyword: Canopy Growth please include BRUCE LINTON, JOHN K. BELL, PETER STRINGHAM, MURRAY GOLDMAN, CHRIS SCHNARR, MARK ZEKULIN, TIM SAUNDERS, Spectrum Cannabis, Tweed, Bedrocan Canada, Snoop Dogg, DNA Genetics, Aus Cann and Indoor Harvest. This request would cover from August 1st, 2017 to and including December 14th, 2017."

I am pleased to inform you that a decision has been made by the Chief of Staff of the Premier’s Office to provide access to the requested information. In accordance with your request for a copy of the records, the appropriate copies have been enclosed.

You may ask the Information and Privacy Commissioner to review the processing of your access request, as set out in section 42 of the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act (the Act). A request to the Commissioner must be made in writing within 15 business days of the date of this letter or within a longer period that may be allowed by the Commissioner.

The address and contact information of the Information and Privacy Commissioner is as follows:

Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner
2 Canada Drive
P. O. Box 13004, Stn. A
St. John’s, NL A1B 3V8

Telephone: (709) 729-6309
Toll-Free: 1-877-729-6309
Facsimile: (709) 729-6500

You may also appeal directly to the Supreme Court Trial Division within 15 business days after you receive the decision of the public body, pursuant to section 52 of the Act. A copy of Sections 42 and 52 are attached for your reference.
The address and contact information of the Information and Privacy Commissioner is as follows:

Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner
2 Canada Drive
P. O. Box 13004, Stn. A
St. John’s, NL A1B 3V8
Telephone: (709) 729-6309
Toll-Free:1-877-729-6309
Facsimile: (709) 729-6500

You may also appeal directly to the Supreme Court Trial Division within 15 business days after you receive this response, pursuant to section 52 of the Act (a copy of this section of the Act has been enclosed for your reference).

This response will be published as outlined on the Completed Access to Information Requests website. (http://atipp-search.gov.nl.ca/) If you have any further questions, please feel free to contact me by telephone at (709)729-3570 or by e-mail at joybuckle@gov.nl.ca.

Sincerely,

JoyBuckle
ATIPP Coordinator

Enclosures
Access or correction complaint

42.(1) A person who makes a request under this Act for access to a record or for correction of personal information may file a complaint with the commissioner respecting a decision, act or failure to act of the head of the public body that relates to the request.

(2) A complaint under subsection (1) shall be filed in writing not later than 15 business days

(a) after the applicant is notified of the decision of the head of the public body, or the date of the act or failure to act; or

(b) after the date the head of the public body is considered to have refused the request under subsection 16(2).

(3) A third party informed under section 19 of a decision of the head of a public body to grant access to a record or part of a record in response to a request may file a complaint with the commissioner respecting that decision.

(4) A complaint under subsection (3) shall be filed in writing not later than 15 business days after the third party is informed of the decision of the head of the public body.

(5) The commissioner may allow a longer time period for the filing of a complaint under this section.

(6) A person or third party who has appealed directly to the Trial Division under subsection 52(1) or 53(1) shall not file a complaint with the commissioner.

(7) The commissioner shall refuse to investigate a complaint where an appeal has been commenced in the Trial Division.

(8) A complaint shall not be filed under this section with respect to

(a) a request that is disregarded under section 21;

(b) a decision respecting an extension of time under section 23;

(c) a variation of a procedure under section 24; or

(d) an estimate of costs or a decision not to waive a cost under section 26.

(9) The commissioner shall provide a copy of the complaint to the head of the public body concerned.
Direct appeal to Trial Division by an applicant

52. (1) Where an applicant has made a request to a public body for access to a record or correction of personal information and has not filed a complaint with the commissioner under section 42, the applicant may appeal the decision, act or failure to act of the head of the public body that relates to the request directly to the Trial Division.

(2) An appeal shall be commenced under subsection (1) not later than 15 business days

(a) after the applicant is notified of the decision of the head of the public body, or the date of the act or failure to act; or

(b) after the date the head of the public body is considered to have refused the request under subsection 16(2).

(3) Where an applicant has filed a complaint with the commissioner under section 42 and the commissioner has refused to investigate the complaint, the applicant may commence an appeal in the Trial Division of the decision, act or failure to act of the head of the public body that relates to the request for access to a record or for correction of personal information.

(4) An appeal shall be commenced under subsection (3) not later than 15 business days after the applicant is notified of the commissioner’s refusal under subsection 45(2).
CBC 5pm News - Fri, December 08, 2017

1 BRANDON PHILLIPS FOUND GUILTY: Brandon Phillips has been found guilty of second-degree murder. The 12-person jury reached a verdict around 11:00 this morning. ["Mark Heerema", Prosecutor; "Jeff Brace", Phillips' Lawyer]
CBB - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:00:00pm Duration: 00:01:25 Reporter: Ariana Kelland
Ref Id: m6S-8u8-8

2 PROVINCE SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ONTARIO MARIJUANA SUPPLIER: The PG has made a significant drug deal to supply the province in weed. ["Christopher Mitchelmore", Industry Minister; "Bruce Linton", Founder & CEO of Canopy Growth]
CBB - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:01:25pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: b4E-7z9-8

3 ARMED MAN ASSAULTS SENIOR IN HIS OWN HOME: A man and a woman have been charged after police say an 89-year-old man was assaulted at his home in St. Theresa on the West Coast of Newfoundland.
CBB - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:03:25pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: w8A-4Q5-8

4 TOYS FOR THE NORTH: Members of the Canadian Armed Forces and RCMP in Happy Valley-Goose Bay were up to their necks in toys today as part of their annual Toys for the North Gift Project. ["Sgt. Patrick Johnson", Canadian Forces Base Trenton]
CBB - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:03:55pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: X4Q-4R2-8

CBC On The Go - Fri, December 08, 2017

5 MUSICAL GUEST IN STUDIO: Today's show is all about what it's like to be a musician during the holidays and there will be live performances. ["Carla Pilgrim", The Secrets]
CBB - St. John's - On The Go @ 04:09:00pm Duration: 01:51:00 Reporter: Todd O'Brien
Ref Id: w3M-9F3-8

CBC Fisheries Broadcast - Fri, December 08, 2017

6 ARCHIVED LAND AND SEA SHOW: The gift of light - the story of Port de Grave and the annual lighting of the fishing boats. [Fisheries Broadcast]
CBC 6pm News - Fri, December 08, 2017

7 PROVINCE SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ONTARIO MARIJUANA SUPPLIER: The PG has made a big drug deal to supply the province in weed. ["Christopher Mitchelmore", Industry Minister; "Bruce Linton", Founder & CEO of Canopy Growth]

8 BRANDON PHILLIPS FOUND GUILTY: Brandon Phillips has been found guilty of second-degree murder. The 12-person jury reached a verdict around 11:00 this morning. ["Mark Heerema", Prosecutor; "Jeff Brace", Phillips' Lawyer]

9 ARMED MAN ASSAULTS SENIOR IN HIS OWN HOME: A man and a woman have been charged after police say an 89-year-old man was assaulted at his home in St. Theresa on the West Coast of Newfoundland.

10 PROVINCIAL PRE-BUDGET CONSULTATIONS: The Provincial Government has kicked off its pre-budget consultations.

11 KAETLYN OSMOND RANKS SECOND AT JAPAN'S GRAND PRIX OF FIGURE SKATING: Kaetlyn Osmond is wowing them in Japan. The woman from Marystown is in the lead, just barely, after the short program at the Grand Prix of Figure Skating.

VOCM Evening News - Fri, December 08, 2017

12 PHILLIPS FOUND GUILTY OF 2ND DEGREE MURDER: 29 year old Brandon Phillips has been found guilty of 2nd degree murder in the 2015 shooting death of Larry Weilman. ["Jeff Brace", Defense Co-Counsel; "Mark Heerema", Crown]

13 MAN ACCUSED OF ATTEMPTED MURDER WILL ENTER PLEA IN NEW YEAR: A 35 year old St. John's man accused of attempted murder will be back in the New Year to enter a plea.
14 SPRINGDALE SHOOTERS: Two of four individuals accused in a shooting on Springdale Street in the capital city have had their sentencing date moved to the New Year.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:33:30pm Duration: 00:00:42 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins

15 ARMED ROBBERY: Two people are in custody following an armed robbery at a home in St. Theresa's.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:34:12pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins

16 CHILD PORN CASE: A 21 year old man accused of making and possessing child pornography will remain in HMP until the New Year.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:34:52pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins

17 MAN CHARGED WITH ADDITIONAL OFFENSES: A man who is currently serving time for previous child luring and child pornography convictions has been charged with additional offenses.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:35:32pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins

18 WARRICK PIKE TO BE SENTENCED IN MAY: A Labrador businessman found guilty of sexually assaulting a minor will be sentenced in May.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:36:17pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins

19 IMPAIRED DRIVERS: Police charged twelve drivers with impaired related offenses as part of a special effort against impaired driving across the province.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:36:47pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins

20 BAD DRIVERS: More reports of drivers on the road without proper registration and insurance.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:37:27pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins

21 LIST OF WAYS TO CURB VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN: Justice Minister "Andrew Parsons" is putting together a list of ideas to curb violence against women following the first government committee meeting on the subject.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:37:52pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins

22 REPORT ON LABOR DISPUTER RELEASED: The report of independent mediator John Roil on the labor dispute between DJ Composites in Gander and Unifor Local 567 has been released online.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:39:22pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins
23 NDP NOT IMPRESSED WITH DEAL WITH CANOPY GROWTH CORPORATION: The provincial NDP is not impressed with this morning’s announcement for a $40 million deal with Canopy Growth Corporation for cannabis production in the province. ["Lorraine Michael", Interim NDP Leader]
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:40:02pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins

24 MARINE ATLANTIC JOB FAIRS: An opportunity next week to get the details on upcoming job openings in the marine sector. ["Darrell Mercer", Marine Atlantic]
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:41:32pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins

25 LOTTO WIN: A Bell Island man who moved back home from Ontario in October to be closer to his wife’s aging parents says his recent lottery win is a "good omen".
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:42:32pm Duration: 00:00:34 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins

26 FREE CONCERT AND FIREWORKS: The capital city is once again offering a free concert and fireworks at Quidi Vidi Lake for New Year's Eve.
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:43:06pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins

27 BAG OF GIFTS RETURNED TO OWNER: A woman who contacted the VOCM Newsroom this morning about misplacing a black garbage bag of Christmas gifts has received a happy ending.
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:43:26pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins

CBC Here & Now - Fri, December 08, 2017

28 PREMIER WANTS TO PULL PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT INTO HIS PRIVATE LAWSUIT: Premier Dwight Ball won a temporary injunction to block CBC from publishing a story on evidence in the Brandon Phillips murder case.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:01:00pm Duration: 00:01:40 Reporter: Ariana Kelland

29 BRANDON PHILLIPS FOUND GUILTY: A Supreme Court jury found Brandon Phillips guilty of second-degree murder this morning. ["Jeff Brace", Lawyer; "Mark Gruchy", Lawyer; "Mark Hereema", Crown Prosecutor]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:02:40pm Duration: 00:02:50 Reporter: Fred Hutton

30 PROVINCE STRIKES DEAL WITH ONTARIO POT GROWER: The Province has finally revealed where it will get its pot next July. ["Bruce Linton", Founder & CEO of Canopy Growth Corp; "Christopher Mitchelmore", Industry Minister]
31 REGISTERED NURSE ON SITE AT HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY SCHOOL: It is now easier for some students in Labrador to get professional answers to any questions they have about sexual and mental health. ["Anna Karaivanov", Grade 10 Student; "Paula Kelly", Mealy Mountain Collegiate Principal; "Donnie Sampson", Labrador-Grenfell Health]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:05:30pm Duration: 00:02:05 Reporter: Terry Roberts

Ref Id: D3h-7D3-8

32 TOYS FOR THE NORTH: Santa is getting some help this year from the Canadian military and the RCMP. Both are teaming up to get gifts to kids in remote communities on the coast of Labrador. ["Sgt. Patrick Johnson", Loadmaster on Hercules; "Cpl. Nicholas Merritt", Member of 25 Military Police Flight Unit; "Cst. Christopher Attwell", RCMP]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:07:35pm Duration: 00:01:25 Reporter: Anthony Germain

Ref Id: S9h-2r8-$

33 FEED NL DAY IN CORNER BROOK: It is a very big day for CBC stations across the island as they hold their annual CBC Feed NL Day. ["Santa Claus"; "Joy Connors", Bay of Islands Food Bank Network]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:10:15pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Colleen Connors

Ref Id: f7g-9s4-8

34 CBC FEED NL DRIVE IN ST. JOHN'S: The Swinging Belles kicked things off on the St. John's Morning Show today. ["Eg Walters", General Manager with the Community Food Sharing Association; "Kellie Walsh", Shallaway Artistic Director]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:11:45pm Duration: 00:06:30 Reporter: Anthony Germain/Carolyn Stokes/Ryan Snodden

Ref Id: K7M-8W7-8

35 Weather Forecast

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:21:35pm Duration: 00:04:20 Reporter: Ryan Snodden

Ref Id: U6s-9F3-8

36 FEED NL DAY: Carolyn chats with singer-songwriter "Sean Panting" about his reworking of 'Good King Wenceslas' which he then performs.

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:25:55pm Duration: 00:03:40 Reporter: Carolyn Stokes

Ref Id: Q4P-3Q5-8

37 FEED NL DAY: Carolyn chats with "Marilyn Maddigan" of Heavenly Creatures about the shortage of donations to their Pet Food Bank. "Donna McCullough" promotes their food drive which will run over the next couple of weeks.

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:33:00pm Duration: 00:04:10 Reporter: Carolyn Stokes

Ref Id: v3m-9D8-8
38 FEED NL DAY: Anthony chats with the Dawe family of CBS about what they are looking forward to this Christmas. ["McKenna Dawe", Young Dawe Family Member; "Acadia Dawe", Young Dawe Family Member; "Lance Dawe", Father; "Shannon Dawe", Mother]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:37:10pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain

Ref Id: D2K-8N3-8

39 FEED NL DAY: "Wanda Hillier" of the Royal Bank presents a cheque for $20,000. CBC Communications Director "Katie Rowe" talks about how busy the day has been. Ryan chats with "Amanda Davis" and "Claire Donnen" of the Shallaway Youth Choir.

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:41:35pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain/Carolyn Stokes/Ryan Snodden

Ref Id: Q9Q-4m9-8

40 FEED NL DAY: Avalon Mall Manager "Marcel Elliott" presents a cheque for $2500.

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:48:05pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Ryan Snodden

Ref Id: h2w-8d2-8

41 Weather Forecast

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:49:35pm Duration: 00:02:45 Reporter: Ryan Snodden

Ref Id: e5s-8N3-8

42 Birthdays & Anniversaries

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:55:00pm Duration: 00:04:10 Reporter: Anthony Germain/Carolyn Stokes

Ref Id: B4b-8v5-8

NTV Evening Newshour Early Edition - Fri, December 08, 2017

43 BRANDON PHILLIPS GUILTY OF MURDER: Brandon Phillips has been found guilty of second-degree murder in connection with the shooting death of Larry Weilman.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:30:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Kelly-Anne Roberts

Ref Id: f6H-2J2-8

44 CHANGES TO CHILD & YOUTH ADVOCATE ACT: The Province has amended the Child & Youth Advocate Act. The Act makes it mandatory for the Province to report critical injury or the death of a child to the Child Youth Advocate. ["Lisa Dempster", Child, Seniors, and Social Development Minister]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:31:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman

Ref Id: J9q-4t9-8

45 BOAT-LIGHTING EVENT IN PORT DE GRAVE: Eddie is in Port de Grave for their annual boat-lighting event. ["Various", Event Attendees]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:35:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr
RILEY MERCER TOY DRIVE: Four years ago, in 2013, a brave teenage boy named Riley Mercer, who had a rare form of brain cancer, sparked a movement. ["Louise Mercer", Riley's Mother]

POLITICAL WATCH: Legislative Reporter "Michael Connors" shares his thoughts on the Fall sitting of the House of Assembly and the upcoming meeting of the country's Finance Ministers.

ACROSS THE PROVINCE: Visitors to the Viking settlement at L'Anse aux Meadows on the tip of the Northern Peninsula will have a little more to see over the next couple of years. Construction is set to start this Spring on an extensive trail network in the region.

BRANDON PHILLIPS GUILTY OF MURDER: The verdict was guilty of second-degree murder. The sentence - life in prison. ["Mark Heerema", Crown Attorney; "Shauna MacDonald", Crown Attorney; "Mark Gruchy", Lawyer]
53 PROVINCE MAKES DEAL WITH MAINLAND CANNABIS SUPPLIER: The Provincial Government has signed a deal with an Ontario company to provide up to 8000 kg of cannabis when it becomes legal next Summer. ["Christopher Mitchelmore", Industry Minister; "Bruce Linton", CEO of Canopy Growth; "Steve Winter", CEO of the NL Liquor Corporation]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:02:20pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Michael Connors
Ref Id: N9p-2d5-8

54 GOVERNMENT-LED WORKSHOP BRAINSTORMS HOW TO END VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN: The Province broke new ground today, bringing together voices to fix a deadly problem. ["Andrew Parsons", Justice Minister; "Lisa Dempster", Minister of Children, Seniors, and Social Development]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:05:20pm Duration: 00:02:05 Reporter: Leila Beaudoin
Ref Id: K3P-2b8-8

55 INCREASE IN NEED AT SOME LOCAL CHARITIES: Charities that help the most vulnerable in our society say they are seeing a big increase in need this holiday season and they are looking for the public's help. ["Joanne Thompson", Executive Director with The Gathering Place; "Jody Williams", Manager of Bridges to Hope]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:07:25pm Duration: 00:02:30 Reporter: Heather Gillis
Ref Id: S4q-4b6-8

56 The Business Report
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:09:55pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Glen Carter/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: g7y-4N4-8

57 BOAT-LIGHTING EVENT IN PORT DE GRAVE: Eddie reports live from Port de Grave where the boat-lighting ceremony is about to take place. ["Joyce Morgan", Event Organizer]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:10:55pm Duration: 00:02:20 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr
Ref Id: I2Y-7D2-8

58 Weather Forecast
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:13:15pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr
Ref Id: W3U-3P4-8

59 NEW TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS TO HELP CLEAN UP OIL SPILLS: Researchers in this province are developing new technologies to help clean up in the event of an oil spill. ["Siobhan Coady", Natural Resources Minister; "Mark MacLeod", President and CEO of C-Core; "Nick Whalen", St. John's East MP]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:17:15pm Duration: 00:02:20 Reporter: Danielle Barron
Ref Id: Z6r-2H7-8

60 SPORTING GOODS STORE RECOGNIZED FOR THEIR COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTIONS: A new campaign underway in Grand Falls-Windsor is spreading some serious Christmas spirit this holiday season.
61 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SEEKS INFORMATION ON COASTLINES AND WATERWAYS: The Federal Government is expanding its research into the country’s coastlines and it is looking for help from local residents and stakeholders. ["Gudie Hutchings", Long Range Mountains MP; "Jackie Chow", Corner Brook Port Corporation] 

62 SPORTS FANS WON OVER BY ST. JOHN’S EDGE: The St. John’s Edge wrapped up its 4-game homestand last night defeating the Lightning. ["Jeff Dunlap", Edge Head Coach/General Manager; "Charles Hinkle", St. John’s Edge Player] 

63 MANY TURN TO LOCAL SHOPPING: It is that time of year again when most of us are frantically checking off our Christmas shopping list and those in the retail industry say they are happy that many are choosing to buy local. 

64 THE CARTER FILE: The government just scored 8000 kg of weed every year. It is a big move towards having a supply ready when marijuana is legalized in July. The provider is Canopy Growth, an Ontario-based company that is making a lot of smoke in the international pot market. ["Christopher Mitchelmore", Industry Minister; 

65 Sports 

66 BOAT-LIGHTING IN PORT DE GRAVE: Eddie reports live from Port de Grave, chatting with Harbour Master "Darren Kennedy" who is in charge of turning on most of the lights on the boats. 

67 Weather Forecast
PLACES TO GO!: Sharon is in Kelligrews getting a lesson in Christmas tree decorating from "Elaine Hickey" of Hickey's Greenhouses.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:43:50pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Sharon Snow
Ref Id: k8h-3X6-8

YOUR COMMUNITY: The Anna Templeton Centre of Craft, Art, and Design is hosting its annual holiday event, the Christmas Tea & Sale. ["Beverly Barbour", Anna Templeton Centre]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:46:50pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Amanda Mews
Ref Id: B6C-4Q2-8

Entertainment Wrap

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:48:50pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Glen Carter/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: m3g-4g5-8

Birthdays & Anniversaries

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:52:45pm Duration: 00:03:15 Reporter: Glen Carter/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: W5K-8B4-8

Question of the Week

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:56:00pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Glen Carter/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: 79f-5A5-8

BOAT-LIGHTING EVENT IN PORT DE GRAVE: Eddie reports live where the Christmas lights are now all lit on the boats.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:56:30pm Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr
Ref Id: T8E-3Z3-8

Client: PG-All Headlines 5x Daily

NL News Now
Email: production@nlnewsnow.ca
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Web: www.nlnewsnow.ca
VOCM Night Line - Fri, December 08, 2017

1  CHRISTMAS MUSIC: Host preamble. Have you had it with Christmas music? It is only twenty days or so of Christmas music left before it is gone for another year.
   VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:05:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
   Ref Id: K8V-7Q7-8

2  BUYING CANNABIS FROM AN ONTARIO COMPANY: Host preamble. The New Democratic Party of NL has released a feisty release today regarding the government's plan to buy cannabis from a company in Ontario called Canopy Growth Canada. Lorraine Michael, NDP Interim Leader indicated giving agriculture production to an international corporation is a missed opportunity for this province.
   VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:06:00pm Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
   Ref Id: S7e-2g8-8

3  SCHOOL ISSUE IN NATUASHISH: Host preamble. Last night Simeon Tshakapesh called into the show to talk about an issue that was brought to his attention about six teachers and the principal leaving the school in Natuashish. Jonathan reached out to the Minister of Education but it's not this Department that is responsible for education because there was a memorandum of understanding signed meaning MTIE is the organization that would be able to provide answers about this issue.
   VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:13:00pm Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
   Ref Id: c4s-6a8-8

4  AVIVA FUND AND FUNDRAISING PRODUCTION: "Jamie" first of all comments on the Aviva Fund awarded for the splash pad and what a great contribution it is to the Placencia area. He is calling to commend the group who put off Scrooge's Christmas as a fundraiser this week. He says it was a sold out production and if they had added four more shows they would have been sold out too. He also comments that in Argentia there was a building taken over by private investors who planned to grow marijuana but he isn't sure what is going on now with regards to that.
   VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:23:00pm Duration: 00:11:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
   Ref Id: w3N-5B9-8

5  RUNNING FOR LIBERTARIAN PARTY: "Shane Stapleton" is the candidate for the Libertarian Party in the riding of Bonavista-Burin-Trinity. He discusses what a Libertarian is and why he chose to run for this party. He also comments on his reasons for deciding to run in this upcoming by-election.
   VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:34:00pm Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
   Ref Id: p7S-7d4-8
PET FOOD DRIVE: "Jessica Rendell" of Heavenly Creatures is calling to talk about the Annual Christmas pet food drive. She says they had to turn people away from the pet food bank because they just didn't have any food to give out but they have to make sure there is food to supply to those who foster pets. She asks those who can help out visit their office from December 11 to 23. She also asks listeners to visit the MMSB website to vote for Heavenly Creatures because even if they win the second prize they will get three thousand dollars.

NEED SOMETHING, GOT SOMETHING: "Carla Crotty" is calling to talk about her Facebook page called Need Something, Got Something. She explains that they are dedicated to making used items available to those who can use them. They are working on a Christmas program now so they are hoping to help out about a hundred families who have reached out to them.

COURT CHALLENGE CONCERNING THE GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE: "Gretchen Fitzgerald", National Program Director of the Sierra Club Canada is calling to talk about a court challenge concerning the Gulf of St. Lawrence. She comments first on how heartbreaking it was this summer to hear of so many right whales who died. She says they have been fighting to protect the Gulf for nearly two decades so when there was a proposal to put an oil and gas license right in the middle of the Gulf they were horrified they were very concerned because if there was ever an oil spill it would be devastating.

NO TENDER PROCESS: Jonathan comments the contract to provide cannabis by a company from Ontario was awarded without tender.

ICY ROADS: "Leonard" is calling to talk about icy roads. He lives in CBS and the roads haven't been salted at all. The Department of Highways does the main route but the side roads aren't done and when he was out with the dog a while ago it was very slippery. He wonders if the Upper Gullies area is forgotten about. He comments that everything gets done in Paradise because of the Mayor Dan Bobbett.

WATER ISSUE: "Darrell" is calling from Gander to talk about a water issue. He comments that when the neighbors across the street had an issue they turned off the water so when it was turned back on the curb stop broke so he had to get a contractor in but the Town of Gander was responsible for replacing it. He had to meet with Councillors and while they were great to talk to they determined they would stick with the policy in place but he wonders why he has to pay taxes on this service. Jonathan suggests he send him an email so he can bring this issue up on the next Municipal Monday.
12 LOST FAMILY RING: "Elizabeth" is calling to talk about her lost family ring. She had it 43 years and she has checked around but can't find it. She was at the Health Science Center on the day she noticed it missing but they haven't seen it and she took a taxi home but nothing has shown up.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:46:00pm Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

Ref Id: k3F-7Z3-8

13 TURNED AWAY FROM GETTING FREE HOT CHOCOLATE: "Richard" is calling to talk the crews working in the Goulds. They have been working there for the last few weeks and they looked cold so he stopped into Tim Hortons to see if he could get some free hot chocolate to give to them but he was turned away.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:53:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

Ref Id: X9Y-4W3-8

Client: PG-All Headlines 5x Daily

NL News Now
Email: production@nlnewsnow.ca
Tel: 709-726-6397
Web: www.nlnewsnow.ca
CBC 8am News - Sat, December 09, 2017

1 NEW COMMITTEE MEETS TO BRAINSTORM HOW TO TACKLE VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN & GIRLS: One of every two women in this province, fifteen years and older, will experience physical or sexual violence in their lifetime. ["Andrew Parsons", Justice Minister; "Jenny Wright", St. John's Status of Women]
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:00:00am Duration: 00:01:35 Reporter: Meghan McCabe
Ref Id: N7v-9s6-10

2 PREMIER WANTS TO PULL PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT INTO HIS PRIVATE LAWSUIT: Premier Dwight Ball: won a temporary injunction to block CBC from publishing a story on evidence in the Brandon Phillips murder case.
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:01:35am Duration: 00:01:50 Reporter: Ariana Kelland
Ref Id: e4V-6y2-10

3 NEW DEAL PREVENTS COMMERCIAL FISHING IN HIGH ARCTIC: An international deal announced this week will prevent commercial fishing in the high Arctic for at least the next 16 years. ["Trevor Taylor", Oceans North Canada]
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:03:25am Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Lisa Gushue
Ref Id: M5R-5D8-10

4 PORT AU CHOIX BOAT-LIGHTING CEREMONY: Port au Choix will have its own boat-lighting ceremony this Christmas, similar to the one in Port de Grave. ["Donald Spence", Boat Owner]
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:04:35am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Lisa Gushue
Ref Id: R6B-2C8-10

VOCM 1pm News - Sat, December 09, 2017

5 BRANDON PHILLIPS TO BE SENTENCED ON FRIDAY: Brandon Phillips should find out next Friday when he'll be sentenced for shooting and killing 63-year-old Larry Wellman in 2015. ["Mark Hereema", Crown Prosecutor; "Shona MacDonald", Crown Prosecutor; "Jeff Brace", Lawyer]
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:01:00pm Duration: 00:02:30 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: P7j-5R4-10
6 PLEA EXPECTED IN NEW YEAR: A 35-year-old St. John's man accused of attempted murder will be back in court in the New Year to enter a plea.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:03:30pm Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: Y9y-6v3-10

7 SENTENCING DATE MOVED TO NEW YEAR: Two of four individuals accused in a shooting on Springdale Street in the capital city have had their sentencing date moved to the new year.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:04:05pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: m8W-8J9-10

8 ARMED ROBBERY CASE HEADS TO COURT NEXT WEEK: Two people will appear in court next week on charges in connection with an armed robbery at a home on the West Coast.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:04:50pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: g7Y-7X7-10

9 MORE CHARGES FOR MAN CONVICTED OF CHILD PORN: The Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit has charged a man already convicted of child pornography and Internet luring with additional offences.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:05:35pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Linda Swain
Ref Id: T7K-6y4-10

10 MAN FACING CHILD PORN CHARGES WILL REMAIN IN CUSTODY: A 21-year-old man accused of making and possessing child pornography will remain in custody until the new year.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:06:35pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: C7S-2b9-10

11 WARRICK PIKE TO BE SENTENCED IN MAY: A Labrador businessman found guilty of sexually assaulting a minor will be sentenced in May.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:07:35pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: H4N-4B4-10

12 VEHICLE-PEDESTRIAN COLLISIONS/OUTSTANDING FINES: Two people were taken to hospital for treatment of injuries suffered in separate vehicle-pedestrian collisions in St. John's early today.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:08:05pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: D5a-5M8-10

13 COMMITTEE ON GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE MEETS: Justice Minister "Andrew Parsons" is putting together a list of ideas to help curb violence against women following the first government committee meeting on that issue.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:08:55pm Duration: 00:00:55 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: z5j-3s3-10

14 SASKATOON PUBLIC SCHOOL BOARD CUTS TIES WITH SAMARITANS FIRST: The Newfoundland school division is not the only operation to cut its ties with Samaritans First Christmas charity.
15 STUDENTS GIVE AUTISM SOCIETY AN INDOOR TREE FOR ELAINE DOBBIN CENTRE: Students at St. Matthew's Elementary in Cowan Heights surprised the Autism Society this week with a special gift. ["Tess Hemeon", Autism Society NL]

16 FREEZIN' FOR A REASON POLAR DIP: Torbay Deputy Mayor Treena Applebee and municipal elected officials from throughout the region will take the plunge for the Torbay Public Library.

17 THE WOLFTONES TO PLAY ST. JOHN'S ON ST. PADDY'S DAY WEEKEND: The popular Irish music group The Wolftones are going to celebrate a major milestone in 2018 - their 50th anniversary.

18 FERRY CROSSINGS POSTPONED: High winds and sea conditions have forced Marine Atlantic to reschedule tonight's crossing from North Sydney to Port aux Basques until tomorrow morning at 11:45.

19 HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY MAYOR HOSPITALIZED FOLLOWING HUNTING ACCIDENT: The Mayor of Happy Valley-Goose Bay remains in hospital following a hunting accident yesterday afternoon.

20 ACOA FUNDING FOR GRIEG IS ON HOLD: $10 million in ACOA money earmarked for Grieg Aquaculture is on hold for now. ["Neville Crabbe", Atlantic Salmon Federation]

21 PROVINCE ANNOUNCES AGREEMENT WITH ONTARIO COMPANY TO PROVIDE CANNABIS SUPPLY: The end of the prohibition on marijuana in this country is coming soon. ["Bruce Linton", Founder and CEO of Canopy Growth; "Christopher Michelmore", Industry Minister]
OVERNIGHT ACCIDENTS: A 20-year-old woman was taken to hospital late last night following a pedestrian collision in St. John's.
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:03:05am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Lisa Gushue
Ref Id: s3z-4Y5-10

MUMMERS FESTIVAL: Hundreds of people in wacky, colourful costumes spilled into the streets around Buckmasters Circle in St. John's yesterday. ["Various"]
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:03:35am Duration: 00:01:15 Reporter: Ryan Cooke
Ref Id: C4p-3j4-10

VOCM 1pm News - Sun, December 10, 2017

HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY MAYOR IN CRITICAL CONDITION FOLLOWING HUNTING ACCIDENT: Happy Valley-Goose Bay Mayor John Hickey remains in hospital in critical but stable condition.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:01:00pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: a7H-5Y2-10

WOMAN STRUCK BY TAXI: A 20-year-old woman was treated in hospital for injuries suffered when she was hit by a taxi late last night in centre city St. John's.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:01:25pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: M5m-3t4-10

TWO-VEHICLE CRASH: No injuries in a two-vehicle crash shortly after midnight in West End St. John's.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:01:50pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: b9w-914-10

NO INSURANCE/NO LICENCE: A 50-year-old man is awaiting the pleasure of the court after he was arrested during a traffic safety stop in East End St. John's yesterday afternoon.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:02:20pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: B9Z-6Y4-10

MULTIPLE CHARGES: A 35-year-old man is facing a number of charges in connection with a domestic disturbance at a centre city St. John's residence last night.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:02:40pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: T6G-4U7-10

ANTI-FUR PROTEST: A demonstration in downtown St. John's yesterday outside Always in Vogue on Water Street. ["Murray Noseworthy", Protestor; "Bernie Halloran", Always in Vogue]
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:03:20pm Duration: 00:01:05 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: I2T-7d3-10

INDIGENOUS REPRESENTATION INCLUDED IN COMMITTEE AGAINST GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE: Justice Minister "Andrew Parsons" and the Co-Chair of the committee to address violence
against women and girls says the group has ample representation from Indigenous groups. ["Siobhan Coady", Minister Responsible for the Status of Women]

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:04:25pm Duration: 00:01:40 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: t6E-3m5-10

31 MORE WORK NEEDED ON CHILD & YOUTH ADVOCATE ACT: The Opposition Critic Tracy Perry says Government's amendments to the Child & Youth Advocate Act fall short of what is needed to ensure mandatory reporting provisions are adequate.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:06:05pm Duration: 00:00:55 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: g3e-7E8-10

32 NDP WANTS FULL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF PLACENTIA BAY AQUACULTURE PROJECT: The NDP is demanding a full environmental assessment of the Placentia Bay aquaculture project.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:07:00pm Duration: 00:00:55 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: n6T-2W4-10

33 GOVERNMENT FUNDING FOR NL OUTFITTERS ASSOCIATION: Outfitters and guides in the province were handed over a half a million dollars to help with marketing and research to promote the Province's outfitting industry.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:07:55pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: w8x-2N2-10

34 RIGHT WHALES MAY NEED OUR HELP TO PREVENT EXTINCTION: Science officials say it is time to consider the possibility that endangered right whales could become extinct unless new steps are taken to protect them.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:08:20pm Duration: 00:00:55 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: a6p-4A2-10

35 MARINE ATLANTIC JOB FAIRS: Marine Atlantic is hosting job fairs in St. John's and Gander this week. ["Darrell Mercer", Marine Atlantic]

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:09:15pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: U4X-5I8-10

36 AUCTION IN AID OF THE ST. JOHN'S WOMEN'S CENTRE: Hey Rosetta, Plus1, the JAG Boutique Hotel, and Blue or Water are teaming up to raise funds for the St. John's Women's Centre this Christmas.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:10:00pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: q2R-5q7-10

37 NL HOUSING HANDS OUT SCHOLARSHIPS: The NL Housing Corporation has handed out its 2017 Scholarships to tenants currently pursuing a post-secondary education.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:10:40pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: y6N-3q4-10
38 GANDER RCMP HOSTS CHRISTMAS WISH TREE: The Gander RCMP are again hosting the annual Christmas Wish Tree for the Children's Wish Foundation.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:11:20pm Duration: 00:00:15 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: w8t-9J7-10

39 CLARENVILLE STUDENT WINS 2017 NATIONAL FOREST WEEK POSTER COMPETITION: A 5th grader from Clarenville is the big winner in a provincial poster contest.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:11:35pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: W4X-6s5-10

40 KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS HOSTEL FIRE ANNIVERSARY: This Tuesday coming marks the 75th anniversary of one of the worst disasters in the history of the province.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:12:05pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: d4x-2A7-10

NTV Evening Newshour - Sun, December 10, 2017

41 LABRADOR MAYOR ACCIDENTALLY SHOT IN HUNTING ACCIDENT: Happy Valley-Goose Bay Mayor John Hickey has been involved in a serious hunting accident. ["Perry Trimper", Lake Melville MHA]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:01:35pm Duration: 00:01:35 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: h6E-6q9-10

42 PEDESTRIAN STRUCK BY TAXI: There has been another pedestrian struck by a taxi in St. John's.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:03:10pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: F5G-6J5-10

43 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION GROUPS LAUNCH LAWSUIT AGAINST C-NLÖPB: The David Suzuki Foundation and Sierra Club of Canada have filed a lawsuit against the C-NLÖPB and want to protect the Gulf of St. Lawrence from oil exploration.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:03:35pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: A2v-2S9-10

44 CANOPY GROWTH WILL BUILD CANNABIS PRODUCTION PLANT IN NL: The Province announced a deal this week that will see an Ontario company Canopy Growth build a cannabis production plant here, but it won't only be for the local market. ["Bruce Linton", CEO of Canopy Growth]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:04:25pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: E3z-7z7-10

45 TONY WAKEHAM ON MUSKRAT FALLS INQUIRY: One of the men who wants to lead the Tories into the next election says the Muskrat Falls Inquiry shouldn't only be about looking at the decisions of the past. ["Tony Wakeham", PC Leadership Candidate]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:05:25pm Duration: 00:01:35 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: c2J-7A6-10
WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS AIM TO FIND SOLUTIONS WHICH END VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN: This week, the Justice Minister hosted a monumental workshop made up of different levels of government, the RNC, and RCMP, and Indigenous groups, as well with one goal - to make recommendations to end violence against women and girls, a problem that is growing in this province. ["Lisa Dempster", Minister of Children, Seniors, and Social Development]

Ref Id: j5g-4k8-10

BISHOP FEILD WILL LIKELY REMAIN CLOSED FOR REMAINDER OF YEAR: The English School District says it is unlikely that students of Bishop Feild will return to their beloved school this year.

Ref Id: j3w-8E4-10

ST. JOHN'S BUDGET COMES OUT TOMORROW: The City of St. John's will release its budget on Monday afternoon.

Ref Id: f2q-6g7-10

GRAND FALLS-WINDSOR PREPARES THEIR BUDGET: Towns in this province are into the budget process and in central Newfoundland, one town is finding the downturn of the provincial economy is having a strong impact. ["Barry Manuel", Grand Falls-Windsor Mayor]

Ref Id: t8P-5i6-10

Weather Forecast

Ref Id: a4n-3u5-10

GOVERNMENT FUNDING FOR NL OUTFITTERS ASSOCIATION: Outfitters and guides in the province were handed over a half a million dollars this week by the Federal and Provincial Governments to help market their business. ["Gudie Hutchings", Long Range Mountains MP]

Ref Id: B5k-9C4-10

MUMMERS PARADE: The Mummers Festival is a celebration of culture you won't see anywhere else. ["Various", Parade Participants; Area Residents; "Ryan Davis", Festival Organizer]

Ref Id: P8R-7x7-10

LOCALLY-CREATED CHRISTMAS CARDS FEATURE SUPERHERO MUMMERS: A local artist has designed a series of Christmas cards which combines his love of superheroes with the Newfoundland tradition of mummering.

Ref Id: z2j-3n8-10
54 NEED SOMETHING? GOT SOMETHING? FACEBOOK GROUP HELPS THOSE IN NEED: Most of us have dozens of big-ticket items lying around our homes. Some of them, collecting dust. ["Carla Crotty", Need Something? Got Something?]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:17:40pm Duration: 00:02:20 Reporter: Heather Gillis
Ref Id: g71-7T6-10

55 TORBAY ROADSIDE FOOD DRIVE: Torbay Mayor "Craig Scott" and realtors with ReMax held a roadside food drive over the weekend.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:20:00pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: U6F-5C3-10

56 FREEZIN' FOR A REASON - TORBAY PUBLIC LIBRARY FUNDRAISER: Torbay Mayor "Craig Scott", St. John's Deputy Mayor Sheilagh O'Leary, and about a dozen others jumped into a freezing cold pond this morning for charity.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:20:40pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: W2d-7k3-10

57 L'ANSE AUX MEADOWS TRAIL NETWORK EXPANSION IN THE WORKS: Visitors to the Viking settlement at L'Anse aux Meadows on the tip of the Northern Peninsula will have a little more to see over the next couple of years. Construction is set to start this Spring on an extensive trail network in the region.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:21:40pm Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: J2i-8i6-10

58 BIG WEEKEND FOR TEAM GUSHUE AND SKATER KAETLYN OSMOND: It was a big weekend for several Newfoundland athletes as Team Gushue was competing at the Roar of the Rings to represent Canada at the Olympics and Kaetlyn Osmond is also skating in the Grand Prix Final.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:22:15pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: X5D-5x5-10

59 PLANS TO MAKE GEORGE STREET MORE FAMILY-FRIENDLY: A little street with a big reputation was in the news quite a bit this week after a former St. John's City Councillor, now head of the George Street Association, is looking to make it more family-friendly. ["Jonathan Galgay", George Street Association]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:27:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: S5a-5h4-10

60 International News

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:31:00pm Duration: 00:05:15 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: P7W-4W8-10

61 Sports

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:36:15pm Duration: 00:01:15 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: e6P-8d7-10
Weather Forecast
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:37:30pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: s9X-9X2-10

Reflections
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:46:40pm Duration: 00:02:20 Reporter: Jim Furlong
Ref Id: K4v-2Z3-10

STREETER - DO INVESTIGATIONS INTO POLICE OFFICERS MAKE YOU QUESTION OUR POLICE SERVICE?: This week, the Province revealed that four officers are under investigations by out-of-province SIRT teams. Although one of those investigations is almost finished and won't result in charges, do the investigations make you question our police service? ["Andrew Parsons", Justice Minister; "Various"]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:49:00pm Duration: 00:01:25 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: c8Z-2s2-10

International News
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:50:25pm Duration: 00:01:35 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: Q7A-3n3-10

Entertainment News
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:52:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: w7M-4f4-10

ACROSS THE PROVINCE: The MMSB is celebrating 20 years by holding a province-wide contest.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:56:35pm Duration: 00:01:15 Reporter: Amanda Mews
Ref Id: n5K-8H4-10

This Week in History
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:57:50pm Duration: 00:01:45 Reporter: Jim Furlong
Ref Id: g8I-6G9-10

NTV Issues & Answers - Sun, December 10, 2017

TRANSGENDER ISSUES: Transgender Advocate "Gemma Hickey" discusses various transgender issues and some of the important steps they have taken over the past year. Gemma is pleased that the government has put through legislation allowing non-binary designation on official government identifying documents, such as birth certificates. Gemma looks back at the many changes which have taken place in the LGBTQ community and in the world as a whole regarding acceptance and understanding. Gemma discusses a film documentary about their journey which was released this past year called 'Just Be Gemma'.
CJON (NTV) - Issues & Answers @ 12:00:00pm Duration: 00:30:00 Reporter: Lynn Burry/Heather Gillis
Ref Id: j9F-5R7-10
CBC East Coast Morning Show - Mon, December 11, 2017

1 BUSINESS: Today's business news.
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 06:45:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Donna Guzik
Ref Id: e5F-6i5-11

2 CHRISTMAS TOY DRIVE: "Louise and Bernie" Mercer are two of the strongest people you will ever met. The couple lost their daughter Alex at age 9 and son Reilly at age 15 to the same rare cancer. While they grieve and miss their children everyday it hasn't stopped them from giving back to the community.
["Various"]
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:10:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Andrew Sampson
Ref Id: w2M-4v6-11

3 92 MILLION PIECES OF LITTER IN CITY: This province sells the world on our pristine beauty. You can certainly see that in our tourism ads but NL has a dirty little secret or maybe it is not so much of a secret if you live here. There are 92 million pieces of litter in our roads and in our ditches. The MMSB has calculated just how bad the litter problem is in this province. ["Peter Cowan", CBC Reporter]
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:23:00am Duration: 00:10:15 Reporter: Jamie Fitzpatrick
Ref Id: n9a-5z3-11

4 HOT WEATHER YESTERDAY: Yesterday didn't feel like December here in St. John's. It got up to 18 degrees in the afternoon and according to some reports from CBS the temperature went up as high as 24 degrees. ["Rod Parrell", Meteorologist]
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:45:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Jamie Fitzpatrick
Ref Id: w5M-4S5-11

5 WOMAN OUTRAGED WITH JUSTICE SYSTEM: A young woman says she has lost all faith in the justice system. After her then boyfriend assaulted her and left bruises on her body she went to police but what happened in the court case that followed outraged "Aden Savoie". ["Janelle Kelly", CBC Reporter]
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:54:00am Duration: 00:05:10 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: R3f-2B4-11
FUND IN SHINER'S NAME: If you knew Susan Shiner you know she was a huge presence in the folk music community but she was also a lifelong advocate for women's issues. ["Rick Page", "Lynn Moore", Lawyer]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:10:00am Duration: 00:08:15 Reporter: Jamie Fitzpatrick
Ref Id: a3q-3w3-11

DISCUSSION ON MUSKRAT FALLS INQUIRY: The newly announced inquiry into the Muskrat Falls project will come under the microscope this evening at Memorial University. Five panelists are going to talk about the scope of the inquiry. ["Steve Tomblin", Panelist]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:21:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Jamie Fitzpatrick
Ref Id: C2E-9q3-11

THINK TWICE BEFORE GIVING A PET FOR CHRISTMAS: If you're shopping for a Christmas gift for an animal lover, that puppy, kitten, or guinea pig might look irresistible, but you should think twice before wrapping up one of those cuddly creatures. ["Judy Perry" and "Zara Healey-White", Hoppy Homes Rescue Directors]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:44:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Jamie Fitzpatrick
Ref Id: b2I-5U8-11

GUSHUE SUFFERS LOSS: Its been quite a year...2017...for Team Gushue, but the quest to make it to the Winter Olympics fell short over the weekend. ["Devin Heroux", curling correspondent]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:52:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Jamie Fitzpatrick
Ref Id: x2D-5U6-11

CBC Central Morning Show - Mon, December 11, 2017

NATIVITY SCENES: Lots of people in NL feature a nativity scene among their Christmas decorations but there aren't many who have as many scenes from as many places at the Basilica Cathedral in St. John's. ["Ann Walsh", Director of Adult Faith Formation]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:49:00am Duration: 00:07:20 Reporter: Lucas Wall
Ref Id: N4m-9j8-11

SALE OF CANNABIS: Next year people in the province will be able to buy marijuana in stores. The CEO of NL Liquor Corporation "Steve Winter" says the province has a lot of research ahead before it is ready to dive in. ["Various Reporters"]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:59:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: m2R-5A5-11

INNOVATION IN RURAL NEWFOUNDLAND: People talk a lot about innovation at CBC NL's Rethinking Resettlement Open House in Gambo. "Shane Noble" could be the poster boy for that. His company is Nobel Moldings is Centreville-Wareham-Trinity.

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:13:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Ramona Dearing
13 WOMAN OUTRAGED WITH JUSTICE SYSTEM: A young woman says she has lost all faith in the justice system. After her then boyfriend assaulted her and left bruises on her body she went to police but what happened in the court case that followed outraged "Aden Savoie". ["Janelle Kelly", CBC Reporter] 

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:21:00am Duration: 00:05:10 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power

Ref Id: B2f-3g7-11

14 92 MILLION PIECES OF LITTER IN CITY: This province sells the world on our pristine beauty. You can certainly see that in our tourism ads but NL has a dirty little secret or maybe it is not so much of a secret if you live here. There are 92 million pieces of litter in our roads and in our ditches. The MMSB has calculated just how bad the litter problem is in this province. ["Peter Cowan", CBC Reporter] 

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:45:00am Duration: 00:10:15 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power

Ref Id: J4y-7z3-11

15 OVERSEAS ORPHANAGES: A group called Lumos raised concerns recently about the support given to overseas orphanages including those in Haiti and we spoke to "Amanda Cox" about that. ["Karen Huxter", Runs Children's Home in Haiti] 

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:55:15am Duration: 00:07:30 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: x8K-6b7-11

16 BICYCLE NL LOOKING FOR ONE METER LAW: Bicycle NL is looking to make the roads more safe for cyclists and motorists in the new year. The group wants a provincial law requiring motorists to leave one meter of space when they pass someone on a bicycle. ["Kevin Flynn", President] 

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:15:00am Duration: 00:08:40 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power

Ref Id: s4P-9t4-11

17 EMBRACING BITCOIN: Wall Street has embraced Bitcoin. As of this week, there's a new way to bet on the crypto-currency without buying it directly. ["Donna Guzik", Business Reporter] 

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:42:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power

Ref Id: v7T-6P8-11

18 CHOOSING TECH GIFTS: From smart home devices to virtual reality video games, tech gadgets are showing up on more and more holiday wish lists. ["Manjula Seleveraja" (sp?), journalist] 

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:51:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power

Ref Id: v9q-5I4-11

CBC West Coast Morning Show - Mon, December 11, 2017

19 CHRISTMAS TOY DRIVE: "Louise and Bernie" Mercer are two of the strongest people you will ever met. The couple lots their daughter Alex at age 9 and son Reilly at age 15 to the same rare cancer. While they grieve and miss their children everyday it hasn't stopped them from giving back to the community. ["Various"]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 06:47:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Andrew Sampson
20 BICYCLE NL LOOKING FOR ONE METER LAW: Bicycle NL is looking to make the roads more safe for cyclists and motorists in the new year. The group wants a provincial law requiring motorists to leave one meter of space when they pass someone on a bicycle. ["Kevin Flynn", President]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:12:00am Duration: 00:08:40 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: S4R-7p2-11

21 WOMAN OUTRAGED WITH JUSTICE SYSTEM: A young woman says she has lost all faith in the justice system. After her then boyfriend assaulted her and left bruises on her body she went to police but what happened in the court case that followed outraged "Aden Savoie". ["Janelle Kelly", CBC Reporter]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:24:40am Duration: 00:05:10 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: s4n-8f5-11

22 OVERSEAS ORPHANAGES: A group called Lumos raised concerns recently about the support given to overseas orphanages including those in Haiti and we spoke to "Amanda Cox" about that. ["Karen Huxter", Runs Children's Home in Haiti]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:46:50am Duration: 00:07:30 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: H8j-5X8-11

23 92 MILLION PIECES OF LITTER IN CITY: This province sells the world on our pristine beauty. You can certainly see that in our tourism ads but NL has a dirty little secret or maybe it is not so much of a secret if you live here. There are 92 million pieces of litter in our roads and in our ditches. The MMSB has calculated just how bad the litter problem is in this province. ["Peter Cowan", CBC Reporter]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:11:00am Duration: 00:10:15 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: w2a-2t8-11

24 EMBRACING BITCOIN: Wall Street has embraced Bitcoin. As of this week, there's a new way to bet on the crypto-currency without buying it directly. ["Donna Guzik", Business Reporter]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:25:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: C9n-2M3-11

25 ACTIVIST WINS HUMAN RIGHTS AWARD: She's been a tireless advocate for the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender community, and now, she's being honored for her work. "Susan Rowe" has won this year's Human Rights Award, presented by the NL Human Rights Commission. Originally from Corner Brook, she's now on the board of a national advocacy group.

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:44:00am Duration: 00:06:30 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: H6u-2p7-11
26 PUZZLING WATER LEVELS IN RAMEA: No one knows for sure what happened in Ramea yesterday. Water levels along part of the shoreline rose and fell several times, and that brought water ashore around stages and houses. ["Clyde Domini", Ramea Mayor]  
CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:52:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier  
Ref Id: m4m-4e5-11

CBC Labrador Coast Morning Show - Mon, December 11, 2017

27 BUSINESS: Today's business news.  
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:18:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Megan Reid  
Ref Id: c7U-4F8-11

28 NATIVITY SCENES: Lots of people in NL feature a nativity scene among their Christmas decorations but there aren't many who have as many scenes from as many places at the Basilica Cathedral in St. John's. ["Ann Walsh", Director of Adult Faith Formation]  
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:23:00am Duration: 00:07:20 Reporter: Lucas Wall  
Ref Id: t5v-8y4-11

29 HOUSE OF WOODEN SANTAS  
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:45:20am Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Matt McCann  
Ref Id: w5r-5x7-11

30 HICKEY IN CRITICAL CONDITION: The Mayor of HVGB remains in critical condition after suffering a gun shot on Saturday. John Hickey's gun somehow went off under his chin while he was out checking rabbit snares. He was able to flag down some passing hunters who called for help. ["Wally Andersen", Deputy Mayor]  
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:15:00am Duration: 00:08:30 Reporter: Bailey White  
Ref Id: k8v-6C8-11

31 VOLLEYBALL CHAMPS: For a third year running, the Amos Comenius Memorial School girls' volleyball team are provincial champions. The team traveled to King's Cove to compete against nine other teams. ["Various players"]  
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:21:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Bailey White  
Ref Id: w7J-8V8-11

32 CONCERNS OVER FLIGHT SERVICE: Marine freight season is ending very soon. It will be planes only to the north coast of Labrador until mid-2018. This year, though, there's only one airline flying to the coast, after Innu Mikun and Air Labrador became Air Borealis. Last week, Nunatsiavut Ordinary Member Richard Parmik wrote a letter to the company Board of Directors with a list of concerns about Air Borealis service over the last few months. ["Philip Earle", Air Borealis VP]
33 TURKEY DRIVE: December 15th is Labrador Morning Turkey Drive. ["Ray Godwin", volunteer]

34 92 MILLION PIECES OF LITTER IN CITY: This province sells the world on our pristine beauty. You can certainly see that in our tourism ads but NL has a dirty little secret or maybe it is not so much of a secret if you live here. There are 92 million pieces of litter in our roads and in our ditches. The MMSB has calculated just how bad the litter problem is in this province. ["Peter Cowan", CBC Reporter]

35 HV-GB MAYOR IN HOSPITAL: The mayor of Happy Valley-Goose Bay remains in hospital after a hunting accident.

36 JUDGE UNCONCERNED FOR SAFETY, SAYS ABUSE VICTIM: A woman in St. John's says a Provincial Court Judge cared more about her abuser's future than her safety. ["Anonymous"]

37 UNFAIR CRITICISM OF HAITI ORPHANAGES: A Newfoundlander who runs an orphanage in Haiti says recent criticism of children's homes in the country don't apply to everyone. ["Karen Huster (?), orphanage manager]

38 BREAKSFOR DEVELOPERS: St. John's City Council brings down its annual budget today, and, if the Board of Trade gets its wish, things will become easier for developers.

39 OPPORTUNITIES FOR BUSINESS IN CANNABIS: We are less than a year away from the legalization of marijuana, and it's still not clear what that might mean for business owners who want to get in on the action. ["Steve Winter", CEO, NLC]
40 BY-ELECTION: Voters go to the polls today in the riding of Bonavista-Burin-Trinity.
CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:04:30am Duration: 00:00:15 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: h2W-4j5-11

CBC 8am News - Mon, December 11, 2017

41 HV-GB MAYOR IN CRITICAL CONDITION: The Mayor of Happy Valley-GOOSE Bay is in critical condition in hospital. John Hickey was seriously injured in a hunting accident on Saturday.
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:00:00am Duration: 00:01:05 Reporter: Ryan Cooke
Ref Id: X5m-5i4-11

42 BY-ELECTION DAY: It is by-election day in the federal riding of Bonavista-Burin-Trinity.
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:01:05am Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: F3T-4g7-11

43 NLC GETTING READY FOR LEGAL POT SALES: The province's Liquor Corporation is gearing up for the legal sale of marijuana next summer. ["Steve Winter", CEO, NLC]
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:01:40am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: M9y-5U5-11

44 National News
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:02:25am Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: u7c-7Z5-11

45 NOT IMPRESSED WITH CRITICISM OF ORPHANAGES: A woman from Springdale is not impressed with criticism of the way some orphanages operate in the impoverished nation of Haiti. ["Karen Huster", orphanage manager]
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:03:00am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: G3Z-3C2-11

46 SCHOOL STILL CLOSED: Bishop Field Elementary in downtown St. John's won't be reopening any time soon.
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:04:00am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: s4F-4K9-11

47 National News
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:04:30am Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: G3K-5H9-11

VOCM Morning News - Mon, December 11, 2017

48 POLICE/COURT NEWS: Three people struck by taxicabs in Metro.
49 VIGIL FOR HICKNEY: Happy Valley-Goose Bay is going to hold a candlelight vigil to share their prayers for Mayor John Hickey and his family.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:45:30am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Brian Madore
Ref Id: z3p-4R6-11

50 BY-ELECTIONS: The Trudeau Government will get a chance to gauge its popularity today, with four federal by-elections across the country, including one in this province.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:46:30am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Keith Fairbairn
Ref Id: d8Z-2s5-11

51 BIG STICK CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT: Hanging bologna from the Christmas tree...it could become a new holiday tradition, thanks to a group of St. John's locals. ["Jerry Burt", Baddy Vinyl owner]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:47:30am Duration: 00:01:05 Reporter: Ben Murphy
Ref Id: S5K-7v8-11

52 PRESERVING POTTED MEAT: A lunch food staple for many people in NL over the years is being discontinued, and that's prompted The Rooms to ask for the public's help to collect an empty container of potted meat.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:48:35am Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: a3g-6K9-11

53 INCOME TAX VOLUNTEERS: The Canada Revenue Agency is looking for volunteers for the Canada Volunteer Income Tax Program.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:49:10am Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: j5k-8Z8-11

VOCM Morning Show - Mon, December 11, 2017

54 Business Minute

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:37:00am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Karen Rebow
Ref Id: H6G-9p8-11

55 LANE DISPLEASED WITH DECISION ON CANNABIS SUPPLIER: The Provincial Government unveiled their agreement with Canopy Growth Corporation for the supply and production of marijuana in our province on Friday. MHA of the district of Mount Pearl-Southlands "Paul Lane" is far from happy with the decision, and believes more could have been done to benefit the province.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:41:00am Duration: 00:03:35 Reporter: Ben Murphy
Ref Id: y7Q-7s8-11

56 BIG STICK CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT: The Maple Leaf bologna Big Stick is certainly making its rounds in St. John's again, but this time, as a Christmas ornament. Fromworks Cosplay is making the Big
Stick ornament, but "Jerry Burt", owner of Baddy Vinyl, one of the stores selling the ornament, knew he needed to have them.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:49:00am Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Ben Murphy
Ref Id: x4v-3A6-11

57 VOCM.COM UPDATE
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:11:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Andrew Hawthorne
Ref Id: q7K-6Y8-11

58 FUR PROTEST: A small group of people gathered outside Always in Vogue on Water Street on Saturday afternoon to express their concerns about fur and the fur industry. ["Murray Noseworthy", protester, "Bernie Halloran", Always in Vogue owner]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:14:00am Duration: 00:03:45 Reporter: Linda Swain
Ref Id: N2B-2X9-11

59 IMPORTANCE OF CODING: Last week, students at Elizabeth Park Elementary spent an hour learning to code. The Hour of Code is a global movement, reaching tens of millions of students in 180-plus countries. It is part of an initiative to equip students to compete in the thriving technology sector. Code NL has been pushing for more and better computer education in the schools. ["James Flynn", founder/organizer, Code NL]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:24:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins
Ref Id: S3k-5x5-11

60 CALIFORNIA WILDFIRES: A Newfoundlander living in southern California is preparing for the worst as fires continue to tear through the Golden State. ["Marilyn Frisk" (?), NL-er living in California]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:56:00am Duration: 00:03:50 Reporter: Meech Kean
Ref Id: J6n-5W9-11

61 VOCM.COM UPDATE
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:08:00am Duration: 00:03:15 Reporter: Andrew Hawthorne
Ref Id: B8h-5r5-11

62 FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT ON THE WANE: New census data from Statistics Canada shows that Canadians in their peak working years are less likely to hold full-time employment throughout the year than any time in the last two decades. ["Elyse Stewart", Chair of Common Front]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:11:15am Duration: 00:03:15 Reporter: Lacy O'Connell
Ref Id: V5K-8u7-11

63 MASSIVE TURKEY DINNER: Cooking Christmas Day turkey dinner can certainly be a daunting task, especially when you're inviting your entire extended family, but, can you imagine what it would be like if you're inviting over 500 people to your table? ["Robin McGraw", Principal, CBS Elementary School]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:17:00am Duration: 00:04:45 Reporter: Claudette Barnes
Ref Id: Y8w-5e3-11
VERY SPECIAL GIFT: The students of St. Matthew's Elementary in Cowan Heights surprised the Autism Society on Friday with a very special gift. The students were moved to act after the Autism Society suffered an unusual blow in October, when thieves uprooted and stole several fruit trees from their orchard.

"Tess Hemeon", Autism Society, "Greg Woolgar" (sp?), St. Matthew's teacher

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:39:00am Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Gerri-Lynn Mackey

Ref Id: A8j-5Z9-11
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CBC 5pm News - Mon, December 11, 2017

1 HICKEY IN CRITICAL CONDITION: The Mayor of HVGB remains in critical condition after suffering a gun shot on Saturday. ["Wally Andersen", Deputy Mayor]
CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:00:07pm Duration: 00:01:02 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: P8V-4Q9-11

2 CITY BUDGET: Taxpayers will see no significant taxcs or fee increase in the St. John's 2018 budget.
CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:01:09pm Duration: 00:00:21 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: M2f-913-11

3 NEW AUDITOR GENERAL: The PG has appointed a new AG; Julia Mullaley has taken over at the new financial watchdog.
CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:01:30pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: H9q-8S4-11

4 CONCERN WITH PGS POT PLANS: The PG's plan to met the demands for marijuana isn't going down well with some people in the province. ["Boyd Rideout", CEO NL Medicore]
CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:01:50pm Duration: 00:01:04 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: j9H-5G2-11

5 WORKER INJURED ON HENRY GOODRIDGE: A worker on the Henry Goodridge drilling rig was injured over the weekend. [Husky]
CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:02:54pm Duration: 00:00:23 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: H9i-4y6-11

6 CHILDCARE CENTRE FOR IRIS KIRBY HOUSE: A new childcare centre is being planned for Iris Kirby House in St. John's. ["Lynn Moore", Board Member Iris Kirby Centre]
CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:03:17pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: Z9d-8q4-11

CBC On The Go - Mon, December 11, 2017

7 DOWNER COMPLETES MASTER OF SCIENCE PROGRAM AT THE INTERNATIONAL SPACE UNIVERSITY: Looking at the stars isn't enough for our first guest today. "Bethany Downer" wants to be
up there. Born and raised in St. John's she just completed the Master of Science Program at the International Space University in Strasbourg in France; just one of 40 students selected world-wide.

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 04:11:00pm Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Ted Blades

Ref Id: k8M-2c3-11

8 ATTACK IN NYC SUBWAY: Police say a small explosion today in a NYC subway station was an attempted terrorist attack. A suspect has been arrested, he suffered injuries in that blast. ["Bill de Blasio", Mayor]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 04:25:00pm Duration: 00:01:45 Reporter: Ted Blades

Ref Id: D6J-2E9-11

9 OPENLY GAY JUDGE SWORN IN: There is a swearing in for the history books at the Supreme Court in St. John's. The province just appointed it's first openly gay Supreme Court Justice. ["Sandy MacDonald", Justice]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 04:26:45pm Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Ted Blades

Ref Id: h6A-4H6-11

10 PEDESTRIAN/TAXI ACCIDENTS: In less than 24-hours three pedestrians were struck by cabs in downtown St. John's over the weekend. {"Doug McCarthy", Veteran Taxi Driver]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 04:38:00pm Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Ted Blades

Ref Id: Z2Z-3x2-11

11 ACCUSERS WANT CONGRESS TO INVESTIGATE TRUMP: Three women who have accused the American President Donald Trump of unwanted advanced are stepping forward again. They want Congress to investigate Mr. Trump's alleged sexual misconduct. ["Jessica Leads", Accuser; "Rachel Bitecofer", Political Science Professor and Assistant Director of the Wason Centre for Public Policy at Christopher Newport University]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 04:53:00pm Duration: 00:07:30 Reporter: Ted Blades

Ref Id: s9C-7B4-11

12 CONCERN WITH PGS POT PLANS: The PG's plan to met the demands for marijuana isn't going down well with some people in the province. ["Christoper Mitchellmore", Minister]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 05:10:30pm Duration: 00:11:40 Reporter: Ted Blades

Ref Id: z6a-7T8-11

13 LIBERATION TREATMENT UPDATE: Canada has the highest rate of MS in the world. A few years ago people were going for the Liberation Treatment and now Dr. Zamboni has done a follow-up study and he had found out it doesn't work. ["Dr. Brian Goldman"]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 05:24:10pm Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Ted Blades

Ref Id: T3c-4b6-11

14 CITY BUDGET: St. John's City Council released its latest budget this afternoon. ["Todd O'Brien", CBC Reporter]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 05:38:10pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Ted Blades

Ref Id: T5X-9e7-11
15 COMEDY: "Don Kelly" looks at why some jokes deserve a last laugh.
CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 05:46:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Ted Blades
Ref Id: k6a-7y4-11

CBC Fisheries Broadcast - Mon, December 11, 2017

16 UNIQUE LOCAL FOOD EXPERIENCES AND EATING MORE FISH: That was "Lori McCarthy" cooking up a feed of mackerel. Lori owns a company called Cod Sounds which is dedicated to preserving the cultural food of NL. ["Kimberly Oram", Fishing For Success; "Dr. Barbara Neis"] [Fisheries Broadcast]
CBN - St. John's - Fisheries Broadcast @ 06:00:00pm Duration: 00:24:00 Reporter: Jane Adey
Ref Id: y9U-2H4-11

CBC 6pm News - Mon, December 11, 2017

17 HICKEY IN CRITICAL CONDITION: The Mayor of HVGB remains in critical condition after suffering a gunshot on Saturday. ["Wally Andersen", Deputy Mayor]
CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 06:00:00pm Duration: 00:01:02 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: N7w-8I9-11

18 CHILDCARE CENTRE FOR IRIS KIRBY HOUSE: A new childcare centre is being planned for Iris Kirby House in St. John's. ["Lynn Moore", Board Member Iris Kirby Centre]
CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 06:01:02pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: n2r-7A2-11

19 NEW AUDITOR GENERAL: The PG has appointed a new AG; Julia Mullaley has taken over as the new financial watchdog.
CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 06:01:52pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: z3d-3g7-11

20 OPENLY GAY JUDGE SIGNED IN: There is a swearing in for the history books at the Supreme Court in St. John's. ["Sandy MacDonald", Justice]
CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 06:02:12pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: u7n-4a7-11

VOCM Evening News - Mon, December 11, 2017

21 CITY BUDGET: There are no increases in fees or taxes in the 2018 budget for St. John's.
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:33:09pm Duration: 00:01:20 Reporter: Brian Madore
Ref Id: i2z-2K6-11

22 TRIMPER ON HICKEY: Happy Valley-Goose Bay Mayor John Hickey continues to amaze his medical team after suffering grave injuries in a hunting accident in Labrador on Saturday. ["Perry Trimper", MHA]
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:34:29pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Lacy O'Connell
23 DAVIS WISHES HICKEY A SPEEDY RECOVERY: Opposition Leader "Paul Davis" is sending his best wishes to Hickey and his family following the incident.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:35:29pm Duration: 00:00:15 Reporter: Lacy O'Connell

24 WOMAN HEARING SIMILAR STORIES: A St. John's woman says she is hearing from other victims after her former boyfriend was given a absolute discharge after pleading guilty to physically assaulting her. ["Aden Savoie"]

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:35:44pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Lacy O'Connell

25 COUPLE ARRESTED: A couple have been arrested after an armed robbery in Summerford.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:36:44pm Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Lacy O'Connell

26 OPPOSITION ON POT DEAL: Questions today from the Opposition on government's deal to supply marijuana in the province. ["Paul Davis", PC Leader; "Paul Lane", MHA]

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:37:19pm Duration: 00:01:20 Reporter: Lacy O'Connell

27 BIG DONATION: A massive donation of appliances, furniture and kitchen items is going to benefit those that need it most around the province.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:38:39pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Andrew Hawthron

CBC Here & Now - Mon, December 11, 2017

28 OUTPOURING OF SUPPORT FOR HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY MAYOR FOLLOWING HUNTING ACCIDENT: There is an outpouring of support for Happy Valley-Goose Bay Mayor John Hickey today. ["Wally Anderson", Acting Mayor of Happy Valley-Goose Bay; "Perry Trimper", Lake Melville MHA]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:01:00pm Duration: 00:02:50 Reporter: Jacob Barker

29 WORKER INJURED ON HENRY GOODRICH: A worker is recovering after an accident on the Henry Goodrich offshore drilling rig.

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:03:50pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Carolyn Stokes/Anthony Germain

30 OBJECTIONS TO PROVINCE'S DEAL WITH ONTARIO CANNABIS SUPPLIER: The Province's plan to meet demand for marijuana is not going down well with some people. ["Bond Rideout", CEO of NL Medi Corp]
31 CROWN WANTS 11 MORE YEARS FOR SHOOTER: A man who admitted to two shootings in St. John's several years ago should get a lengthy sentence, according to the Crown.

32 TAXIS STRIKE PEDESTRIANS IN THREE SEPARATE INCIDENTS: It was a hard weekend to be a pedestrian in St. John's.

33 Weather Preview

34 ST. JOHN'S RELEASES STATUS QUO BUDGET: It appears that St. John's has passed a balanced budget with no new taxes or fees.

35 BC GOVERNMENT GIVES GREEN LIGHT TO THEIR HYDRO-ELECTRIC PROJECT: The NDP Government in BC has given the green light to a hydro-electric development that is mired in controversy, similar to the Muskrat Falls project. ["John Horgan", BC Premier]

36 POWER TRANSMISSION TEST: On Friday, electricity was sent between this province and Nova Scotia through the new Maritime Link.

37 PROVINCIAL STUDY SPOTLIGHTS NL GARBAGE LEVELS: It fills our sidewalks and our ditches - litter. There's tons of it in our province. ["Kristie Earles", Gonzaga Student; "Mike Samson", MMSB; "Alex Darmonkow", Gonzaga Student]

38 BISHOP FEILD WILL NOT LIKELY REOPEN THIS SCHOOL YEAR: It's unlikely that students will return to Bishop Feild any time before the end of this school year.
39 BONAVISTA-BURIN-TRINITY ELECTION: Polls are open until 8:30 tonight in the federal riding of Bonavista-Burin-Trinity.

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:16:20pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Carolyn Stokes/Anthony Germain
Ref Id: k9I-7u4-11

40 FIRST OPENLY GAY JUDGE IN PROVINCE SWORN IN TO NL SUPREME COURT: Canada's newest judge was sworn in to NL Supreme Court this morning. ["Judge Sandy MacDonald", New Supreme Court Judge]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:16:50pm Duration: 00:01:05 Reporter: Carolyn Stokes/Anthony Germain
Ref Id: y6W-3r5-11

41 National News

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:17:55pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Carolyn Stokes/Anthony Germain
Ref Id: M2B-4D8-11

42 MUMMERS FESTIVAL: The area surrounding Buckmasters Circle in St. John's was brimming with suspicious looking characters on Saturday. ["Jaden Moore", Bell Island Mummer; "Various", Mummers]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:23:20pm Duration: 00:01:20 Reporter: Ryan Cooke
Ref Id: v9A-8u3-11

43 NATIVITY SCENES AT THE BASILICA: Putting up a Nativity scene is a treasured tradition for many people.

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:24:40pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Carolyn Stokes/Anthony Germain
Ref Id: K2W-6g5-11

44 LAW FIRM HOLDS ANNUAL CHRISTMAS COMMUNITY DINNER: There was a lot of gratitude at the Knights of Columbus Dining Hall in St. John's during the lunchtime today. ["Richard Rogers", Lawyer; "J.J. Byrne", Diner; "Catherine Dodge", Diner]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:25:20pm Duration: 00:04:20 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: v4y-9s9-11

45 Weather Forecast

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:33:30pm Duration: 00:04:45 Reporter: Ryan Snodden
Ref Id: f8W-6b3-11

46 CIGARETTE BUTTS A BIG LITTER PROBLEM IN THIS PROVINCE: Cigarette butts are the most common piece of litter out there. Why are all those butts such a big problem? ["Dr. Max Liboiron", Ocean Plastics Expert]
47 ST. JOHN'S CITY BUDGET: This afternoon, St. John's City Councillors passed a balanced budget of just under $300 million. ["Dave Lane", Lead Councillor for Finance & Administration]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:44:00pm Duration: 00:03:15 Reporter: Mark Quinn
Ref Id: E3S-7h4-11

48 Weather Forecast
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:50:00pm Duration: 00:03:40 Reporter: Ryan Snodden
Ref Id: G9f-4n3-11

49 PLAN FOR MARIJUANA REVENUES: Ottawa has reached a deal with the provinces and territories on how to share the revenues from legal marijuana sales. ["Julie van Dusen", Senior Parliamentary Reporter with the CBC]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:53:40pm Duration: 00:02:25 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: n4J-5y6-11

50 International News
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:58:45pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Carolyn Stokes/Anthony Germain
Ref Id: Q3S-6k3-11

NTV Evening Newshour Early Edition - Mon, December 11, 2017

51 CONCERNS OVER PROVINCE'S CONTRACT WITH ONTARIO CANNABIS SUPPLIER: On Friday, Government announced a deal with Ontario company Canopy Growth to supply cannabis once it becomes legal next year and to build a production plant. ["Paul Lane", Independent MHA]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:30:00pm Duration: 00:04:25 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: r7m-9f6-11

52 NALCOR DONATES APPLIANCES TO LOCAL CHARITIES: Today, The Gathering Place, along with several other charities, got a very big previously loved donation. ["Pauline White", Event Attendee]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:34:25pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: F9D-8T6-11

53 OZ-FM AND TOYS R US MAKE DONATION TO SALVATION ARMY: It is the season of giving and, as the big day draws closer, the folks at the Salvation Army continue to collect toys for families less fortunate.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:35:25pm Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: w6w-3Q5-11
SPCA CHRISTMAS TREE FUNDRAISER: It is the time of year when giving increases, thinking of others. But, one organization is asking you to extend that sense of Christmas charity to our furry friends. ["Jennifer Cummings", SPCA Fundraising Coordinator]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:36:00pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: g4Q-9N6-11

Weather Forecast
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:36:50pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr
Ref Id: i7M-9x3-11

International News
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:47:00pm Duration: 00:04:45 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: r5B-5J5-11

TODAY'S FISHERY: A meeting between fish harvesters and DFO last week on the Northern Peninsula renewed the call to have young people get involved in the fishery.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:55:45pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: P4Z-9t4-11

ACROSS THE PROVINCE: Torbay Mayor "Craig Scott" and realtors with ReMax held a roadside food drive on Saturday.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:56:45pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: I7p-2v4-11

NTV Evening Newshour - Mon, December 11, 2017

Weather Preview
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 05:59:00pm Duration: 00:00:15 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr
Ref Id: J5Y-8n9-11

ST. JOHN'S BUDGET: There will be no tax increases in the city of St. John's next year. ["Dave Lane", St. John's City Councillor]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 05:59:15pm Duration: 00:02:45 Reporter: Danielle Barron
Ref Id: g7g-4H9-11

QUESTIONS ABOUT FAIRNESS OF SENTENCE - PART ONE: A man who has pleaded guilty to assaulting his ex-girlfriend is now being vilified on social media. ["Andrew Parsons", Justice Minister]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:02:00pm Duration: 00:02:25 Reporter: Kelly-Anne Roberts
62 VIGIL FOR MAYOR JOHN HICKEY: A vigil is planned in Happy Valley-Goose Bay for Mayor John Hickey, who remains in critical but stable condition after a hunting accident.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:04:25pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Glen Carter/Lynn Burry

63 VOTING DAY FOR BONAVISTA-BURIN-TRINITY: Today is voting day in Bonavista-Burin-Trinity.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:05:05pm Duration: 00:01:50 Reporter: Michael Connors

64 MARITIME LINK TRIALS: History has been made as power has flowed for the first time ever between Nova Scotia and Newfoundland.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:06:55pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Glen Carter/Lynn Burry

65 QUEBEC AND NL TRY TO FIND COMMON GROUND: The province's relationship with Quebec has been strained at times. But, today there is hope of friendlier ties. ["Jean-Marc Fournier", Minister Responsible for Canadian Relations]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:07:55pm Duration: 00:02:30 Reporter: Jodi Cooke

66 The Business Report

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:10:25pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Glen Carter/Lynn Burry

67 Weather Forecast

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:11:25pm Duration: 00:05:40 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr

68 NO ARRESTS IN CONNECTION WITH VICTORIA HEAD MURDER: It has been one month since the body of Victoria Head was found in a field off of O'Brien's Road in the West End of St. John's.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:17:05pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Glen Carter/Lynn Burry

69 HENRY GOODRICH EMPLOYEE INJURED: A worker aboard the Henry Goodrich drilling rig has been injured.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:17:45pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Glen Carter/Lynn Burry

70 CROWN WANTS 16 YEARS FOR SHOOTER: The Crown wants 16 years in prison for a man who shot two people in the Fall of 2013.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:18:05pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Glen Carter/Lynn Burry
NEW CHILD LURING CHARGES FOR CLARKE: The former owner of the Tim Hortons franchise in Deer Lake is facing new criminal charges for allegedly attempting to lure a child over the Internet.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:18:55pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Glen Carter/Lynn Burry

Ref Id: x2B-6r2-11

OPENLY GAY JUDGE APPOINTED TO NL SUPREME COURT: A top court in the province has a new judge tonight and, for the first time in more than 200 years, an openly gay man has been appointed a judge in the province's highest court. ["Judge Alexander MacDonald"]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:19:55pm Duration: 00:02:05 Reporter: Glen Carter/Lynn Burry

Ref Id: M2Z-7Z3-11

GRAND FALLS-WINDSOR PREPARES THEIR BUDGET: Towns in this province are into the budget process and in central Newfoundland, one town is finding the downturn of the provincial economy is having a strong impact. ["Barry Manuel", Grand Falls-Windsor Mayor]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:22:00pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Colleen Lewis

Ref Id: y7K-5D2-11

CORNER BROOK COULD RECOUP OPERATING COSTS BY SHARING SERVICES WITH OTHER COMMUNITIES: We have been hearing a lot lately about municipalities sharing services to reduce spending in their budgets. ["Jim Parsons", Corner Brook Mayor]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:23:30pm Duration: 00:02:15 Reporter: Don Bradshaw

Ref Id: Q9R-9s8-11

ROGERS ROGERS MOYSE CHRISTMAS COMMUNITY DINNER: Christmas is just two weeks away and it is the season of giving. Today, Rogers Rogers Moyse held its 10th annual Christmas Community Dinner. ["Richard Rogers", Partner with Rogers Rogers Moyse]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:25:45pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Glen Carter/Lynn Burry

Ref Id: v7X-2B2-11

THE CARTER FILE: The St. John's Budget was unveiled today. It is basically a status quo document that means no new taxes. ["Dave lane", Chair of the City of St. John's Finance Committee]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:29:40pm Duration: 00:03:15 Reporter: Glen Carter

Ref Id: l9v-9U5-11

International News

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:32:55pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Glen Carter/Lynn Burry

Ref Id: H8Y-9k2-11

Weather Forecast

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:35:55pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr

Ref Id: X9W-3f9-11

Sports
80 MADE RIGHT HERE: Danielle and "Eric White" decorate the NTV Studios lobby.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:45:50pm Duration: 00:02:50 Reporter: Danielle Butt
Ref Id: h8A-6s4-11

81 YOUR COMMUNITY: Amanda meets some young musicians as they prepare for a weekend concert at St. Peter's Church in Mount Pearl. ["Emily Conway", Musician with Conway]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:48:40pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Amanda Mews
Ref Id: E5u-7g7-11

82 Entertainment Wrap
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:50:10pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Glen Carter/Lynn Burry
Ref Id: v7z-7X7-11

83 Today in History
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:54:45pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Jim Furlong
Ref Id: y9F-6k3-11

84 Question of the Week
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:56:15pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Glen Carter/Lynn Burry
Ref Id: B6n-3B3-11

85 Birthdays & Anniversaries
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:56:45pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Glen Carter/Lynn Burry
Ref Id: u3A-5N5-11

86 Weather Recap
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:58:45pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr
Ref Id: Z6e-2A2-11
VOCM Night Line - Mon, December 11, 2017

1 PRICE OF FOOD/CHRISTMAS LIGHTS/ROOSTERS ARE BETTER: "Al" from Torbay says he is upset with the price increases in food at the grocery stores these days. He thinks that people with their Christmas lights on are going to be in shock when they get their electric bills. He thinks the lights were up awfully early. "Terry Hussey" says he thinks that social media makes people feel more and more lonely and this has led to nostalgia and, in turn, they start putting up their decorations earlier so they can feel happier. "Josh Taylor" says people associate Christmas decorations with feeling good. Al says roosters are better than hens and he hopes to get one for Christmas.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:10:40pm Duration: 00:11:30 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: T8B-2B6-11

2 SOLE-SOURCING CANNABIS FOR NL: "Mike Keough" is unhappy with the deal struck between the Province and Canopy Growth for our cannabis supply. He thinks this leaves local growers at the mercy of the NLC if they want in on becoming suppliers. "Josh Taylor" feels there are several problems with the selection of Canopy Growth even though they are quite reputable. "Terry Hussey" doesn't understand why the government focused on a single source because there are so many other sources. If buyers do not like the Canopy Growth product, they will have to try ordering online for their supply.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:16:45pm Duration: 00:11:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: W9F-2V8-11

3 MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS: Jonathan chats with "Terry Hussey" and "Josh Taylor" about some of the interesting things which happened with the recent municipal elections. Terry thinks there is a feeling of a new beginning with the new St. John's City Council with so many new people in the seats. Josh agrees there is a real diversity in the Council now. They are pleased with the fact that so many women were among the candidates and many were voted into office this year. They comment on former St. John's Mayor Andy Wells' attempt to regain that seat. There is always talk of regionalization, but Josh feels we will be held back strategically if we don't get a regional perspective on the province.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:27:00pm Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: c8e-9x8-11

4 CITY OF ST. JOHN'S BUDGET: St. John's Councillor "Dave Lane" is pleased to have passed a 'hold the line' budget today. There was a surplus from 2016 and they used that to pay down debt, which made it easier to avoid tax increases. He says that keeping costs under control is very important with this budget. They want to find new revenue sources so they can keep taxes down in future. "Terry Hussey" and "Josh Taylor" also chat with Mr. Lane about the budget. Mr. Taylor is disappointed with the statements from those councillors who voted against the budget because it almost seems like they did it just for the sake of disagreeing because the issues they brought up, such as lack of public consultation, seem weak. Mr. Lane
sadows the Council needs to work together and he hopes the votes opposing will not be a trend to expect down the road.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:34:00pm Duration: 00:13:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

Ref Id: z3G-6s6-11

5  HOLIDAY PLANS: Jonathan chats with "Terry Hussey" and "Josh Taylor" about some of their holiday plans.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:53:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

Ref Id: V3S-9S7-11

6  METROBUS FARES: Jonathan clarifies that the 25-cent per ride increase for Metrobus seems to only come for pay per ride situations, while the fee stays the same if you buy a pass. ["Terry Hussey" and "Josh Taylor"]

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:55:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

Ref Id: g8j-4M3-11

7  SMALL BUSINESS TAX REFORM: Jonathan chats with "Terry Hussey" and "Josh Taylor" about how rough a year it has been for the federal Finance Minister. The small business tax reform which was planned was ultimately pared down as a result of the uproar within the small business community. They speculate that it might not have caused such a fuss if Government had not been so smarmy about it all, but rather presented the plan and explanation of why the decisions were made.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:56:00pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

Ref Id: d9X-8F3-11

8  HOUSE INSURANCE CONCERNS: A "Caller" had a problem with her house insurance. She lost 6 of 7 pieces of siding and a bit of eavestroughing and put in a claim for it to be replaced. She says the insurance company came out to do an assessment on the work before it was done. Now her insurance has gone up an extra $1000/year. "Terry Hussey" said he had to help his parents on a house insurance claim and it was a very complicated process. He feels that the process is not set up to protect the individual at all.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:07:35pm Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

Ref Id: D4N-616-11

9  BONAVISTA-BURIN-TRINITY ELECTION AND MP INFLUENCE IN OTTAWA: Jonathan chats with "Terry Hussey" and "Josh Taylor" about the by-election results as they come in from Bonavista-Burin-Trinity, showing Liberal Churence Rogers in the lead. They wonder if our MPs are really going the extra mile for the province because it seems like we are not getting as much help as we need.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:32:30pm Duration: 00:05:20 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

Ref Id: M5x-5H5-11

10  TURNED AWAY FROM VOTING: "Sid" took his parents to the polling station to vote in the Bonavista-Burin-Trinity by-election, but he lost his wallet, so he was turned away. His parents did not have ID with them, but Sid's brother took them in later. They attempted to prevent his parents from voting again and also have his brother a hard time. Sid feels certain that they were given difficulty because those at the polling station knew they did not plan to vote for Churence Rogers. Sid is willing to take this to Supreme Court. "Terry Hussey" and "Josh Taylor" share a few thoughts on the discussion, as well.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:37:50pm Duration: 00:07:30 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
11 BONAVISTA-BURIN-TRINITY BY-ELECTION: Jonathan chats with "Terry Hussey" and "Josh Taylor" about the latest numbers coming in on the Bonavista-Burin-Trinity by-election where Churence Rogers is in the lead.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:48:00pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

Ref Id: a4d-2V3-11

12 VOTE AGAINST THE CITY OF ST. JOHN'S BUDGET: St. John's City Councillor "Maggie Burton" shares her thoughts on the City of St. John's Budget. She said she could not support a budget which does not invest in the people of the city. She does not feel that it has been proven that Mile One is the answer to bringing in arts and entertainment despite millions invested in that facility, with very little invested in smaller arts sources. She is also very unhappy that the budget did not reduce the Metrobus fees because she opposes an increase in those fees to gain revenue. "Terry Hussey" and "Josh Taylor" add their own comments on the budget. Ms. Burton says she feels there should have been public consultations done last Spring and she is disappointed that there was so little progression with this budget.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:51:00pm Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

Ref Id: Q5I-8T3-11
**CBC East Coast Morning Show - Tue, December 12, 2017**

1. **COMEDY: "Dave Paddon" talks about the man flu.**
   CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 06:46:00am Duration: 00:04:50 Reporter: Jamie Fitzpatrick
   Ref Id: J5m-3Q2-12

2. **2018 BUDGET APPROVED:** Last night St. John's City Councillors voted to approve the 2018 city budget by a vote of 8 to 3. The new budget keeps the residential and commercial tax rates the same as 2017 with a small increase in overall spending. Now this is the final budget in a three year plan that was announced in December of 2015. ["Dave Lane", Councillor]
   CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 06:50:50am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Ariana Kelland
   Ref Id: a5t-6C2-12

3. **THREE COUNCILLORS VOTE AGAINST BUDGET:** The City of St. John's passed its 2018 budget last night. The vote was 8-3 in the council chamber. This looks like an fairly consistent budget for the year. The residential mill rate remaining the same, the commercial rate going unchanged from 2017 but three first time councillors voted no on this one. ["Ian Froude", Councillor; "Maggie Burton", Councillor]
   CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:10:00am Duration: 00:09:30 Reporter: Jamie Fitzpatrick
   Ref Id: g9B-9c2-12

4. **UPDATE ON BISHOP FIELD SCHOOL:** The English School Board says it is unlikely that Bishop Field will reopen before June. At this point it is unclear when the school in downtown St. John's will open. Students have been going to class at the former School For the Deaf on Topsail Road. ["Clay Reimer, Student]
   CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:23:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Ariana Kelland
   Ref Id: k8a-2i9-12

5. **STORIES OF INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE AND THE FLAWED RESPONSE TO THE ISSUE:**
   One out of every two women 15 and older in this province will experience sexual or physical violence in their lifetimes and that is just one of the startling stats showing women are more likely to be victims of violence then men. But many advocates say the most startling thing is how flawed our response to this issue is. ["Meghan McCabe", CBC Reporter]
   CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:45:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Ariana Kelland
   Ref Id: K8N-7u5-12
PROVINCE HAS AGREEMENT WITH CANOPY GROWTH CORPORATION: Last week the province announced it’s agreement with Canopy Growth Corporation, an Ontario-based company that will be providing this province with cannabis. The company will be subsidized by the provincial government but what does it all mean for potential local retailers? ["Ross Vardy", Starting his own marijuana business in St. John's]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:06:30am Duration: 00:06:30 Reporter: Jamie Fitzpatrick
Ref Id: N3X-7t5-12

PROVINCE WILL BE SQUEEZED TO BREAKING POINT: It is no secret that NL is struggling financially but one researcher is stressing that the province’s situation is just no: sustainable. "Ian Lee" is an Associate Professor at the Sprott School of Business at Carleton University in Ottawa.

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:15:30am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Terry Roberts
Ref Id: k2R-9v4-12

UPDATE OF CBC-NL'S FEED DAY: Friday was CBC-NL’s Feed NL Day across the island but the giving isn't over. ["Katie Rowe", Senior Communications Officer]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:43:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Ariana Kelland
Ref Id: i9e-4B2-12

BIG WIN FOR PROVINCES AND TERRITORIES: It was a big win for provinces and territories looking for a larger share of our pot tax revenues. ["Bill Morneau", Federal Finance Minister; Heather Scoffield", Ottawa Bureau Chief for the Canadian Press]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:50:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Jamie Fitzpatrick
Ref Id: A5d-4X6-12

CBC Central Morning Show - Tue, December 12, 2017

CHRISTMAS TOY DRIVE: "Louise and Bernie" Mercer are two of the strongest people you will ever met. The couple lots their daughter Alex at age 9 and son Reilly at age 15 to the same rare cancer. While they grieve and miss their children everyday it hasn't stopped them from giving back to the community. ["Various"]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:49:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Andrew Sampson
Ref Id: q4E-7A2-12

RETHINKING RESETTLEMENT: Recently we had the Rethinking Resettlement town hall in Gambo and young people was a subject that came up a lot. After all what’s the future of a community if there are no young people or if a school closes. ["Various"]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:58:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: x9n-9d9-12

HOCKEY TEAM HEADED TO OTTAWA: A group of young women from GF-W is soon going to Ottawa. The Cataracts under 12 girls team has won the Canada 150 Hockey On the Hill Contest. ["Ian Moore", Coach; "Maya Nichol", Captain]
13 PROVINCE WILL BE SQUEEZED TO BREAKING POINT: It is no secret that NL is struggling financially but one researcher is stressing that the province's situation is just not sustainable. "Ian Lee" is an Associate Professor at the Sprott School of Business at Carleton University in Ottawa.

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:13:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Garratt Barry
Ref Id: M6z-7Q6-12

14 ROGERS ELECTED: Voters in the federal riding of Bonavista-Burin-Trinity have chosen a new member of Parliament. Liberal "Churence Rogers" is going to be heading to Ottawa.

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:45:00am Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: A5P-2u5-12

15 METOONL.COM: It began as a Twitter hashtag but quickly became the symbol for the movement to end sexual and gender-based violence. Last week Time Magazine said that the #metoo was the driving force behind its person of the year 2017 selection. ["Kerri Cull", Author]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:57:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: H9e-3X9-12

16 STORIES OF INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE AND THE FLAWED RESPONSE TO THE ISSUE: One out of every two women 15 and older in this province will experience sexual or physical violence in their lifetimes and that is just one of the startling stats showing women are more likely to be victims of violence than men. But many advocates say the most startling thing is how flawed our response to this issue is. ["Meghan McCabe", CBC Reporter]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:13:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: r4g-2C8-12

17 WOMAN BECOMES ELF ON THE SHELF: The Elf on the Shelf takes over many houses during the month of December and those little critters get into all kinds of mischief and fun. A woman in Bonavista has decided they should not be the only ones to have fun this Christmas season. ["Sherry Gillam"]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:21:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: w3w-4q8-12

18 POLITICS: A look at Canadian politics.

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:45:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Jordan Press
Ref Id: Z2l-9S2-12

CBC West Coast Morning Show - Tue, December 12, 2017

19 PROVINCE WILL BE SQUEEZED TO BREAKING POINT: It is no secret that NL is struggling financially but one researcher is stressing that the province's situation is just not sustainable. "Ian Lee" is an Associate Professor at the Sprott School of Business at Carleton University in Ottawa.

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 06:47:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Terry Roberts
20 METOONL.COM: It began as a Twitter hashtag but quickly became the symbol for the movement to end sexual and gender-based violence. Last week Time Magazine said that the #metoo was the driving force behind its person of the year 2017 selection. ["Kerri Cull", Author]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:12:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: D9K-4i8-12

21 WOMAN BECOMES ELF ON THE SHELF: The Elf on the Shelf takes over many houses during the month of December and those little critters get into all kinds of mischief and fun. A woman in Bonavista has decided they should not be the only ones to have fun this Christmas season. ["Sherry Gillam"]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:21:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: n6z-7a2-12

22 STORIES OF INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE AND THE FLAWED RESPONSE TO THE ISSUE: One out of every two women 15 and older in this province will experience sexual or physical violence in their lifetimes and that is just one of the startling stats showing women are more likely to be victims of violence then men. But many advocates say the most startling thing is how flawed our response to this issue is. ["Meghan McCabe", CBC Reporter]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:46:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: x6H-7a3-12

23 RETHINKING RESETTLEMENT: Recently we had the Rethinking Resettlement town hall in Gambo and young people was a subject that came up a lot. After all what's the future of a community if there are no young people or if a school closes. ["Various"]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:54:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: j4P-6a5-12

24 ISSUES WITH ICE MAKING MACHINE: A shoddy ice plant at the Corner Brook Curling Club has caused major problems this season. The rink is still not open to curlers. The ice making machine is working at 50 per cent capacity and no one has curled yet this year. ["Gary Oake", President]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:13:00am Duration: 00:11:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: d6x-2j2-12

25 POLITICS: A look at Canadian politics.

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:28:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Jordan Press

Ref Id: V4V-7Q5-12

26 NAVIGATING HOLIDAY PARTIES: "Sue Jakes" is a professionalism expert and she is here to talk about office holiday parities.
27 BUSINESS: Today's business news.
   CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:18:00am Duration: 00:04:15 Reporter: Megan Reid
   Ref Id: I4J-7K6-12

28 TSHAKAPESH WANTS TO KNOW WHY THERE IS AN HOLD-UP ON INQUIRY: The former Deputy Grand Chief of the Innu Nation wants to know what's holding up the province's inquiry into Innu children in foster care. Yesterday "Simeon Tshakapesh" and his wife Ruby showed up at the Department of Children, Seniors, and Social Development Building in HVGB.
   CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:22:15am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: John Gaudi
   Ref Id: p5h-6g9-12

29 HOUSE OF WOODEN SANTAS
   CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:45:15am Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Matt McCann
   Ref Id: w6n-3n2-12

30 SUPPORT FOR HICKEY: HVGB Mayor John Hickey continues to fight for his life. He was shot in the head when his gun accidentally went off while he was checking snares on Saturday. He was able to get back to the road and get help and now he is in critical condition at the HSC. ["Perry Trimper", MHA]
   CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:18:00am Duration: 00:05:30 Reporter: Jacob Barker
   Ref Id: g8I-7d9-12

31 WOMAN OUTRAGED WITH JUSTICE SYSTEM: A young woman says she has lost all faith in the justice system. After her then boyfriend assaulted her and left bruises on her body she went to police but what happened in the court case that followed outraged "Aden Savoie". ["Janelle Kelly", CBC Reporter]
   CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:23:30am Duration: 00:05:10 Reporter: Bailey White
   Ref Id: H9A-5e6-12

32 SOME RESIDENTS STILL DISPLACED FROM MUD LAKE: It has been almost seven months since the flood in Mud Lake. Some people have gone home in that time and others haven't. Nine families have been living in the barracks at 5 Wing Goose Bay since May but now they have to leave. They have been told they have to be out by January. ["Verna White", Resident]
   CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:40:00am Duration: 00:08:30 Reporter: Kaite Breen
   Ref Id: r3i-9e2-12
DAVIS ON COURT CASE: Muskrat Falls protester "Eldred Davis" was in Supreme Court yesterday to defend himself against a civil charge of contempt of court. Davis is accused of breaking a court injunction by trespassing on the Muskrat Falls work site.

Ref Id: m9g-6Y8-12

POLITICS: A look at Canadian politics.

Ref Id: n6F-2s7-12

BUDGET APPROVED BY ST. JOHN'S CITY COUNCIL: St. John's City Council has approved a budget that doesn't increase taxes or spending; the financial blueprint lays out a balanced budget of less than $300 million for 2018. ["Danny Breen", Mayor]

Ref Id: d9S-7q9-12

PROFESSOR PREDICTS NL HEADING TOWARDS INSOLVENCY: Newfoundland and Labrador is heading towards insolvency. That is the ominous warning from a university professor in Ottawa who is an outspoken critic of the Muskrat Falls project. ["Ian Lee", Business Professor at Carlton University]

Ref Id: i5Y-$G342

MARSH TRIAL UPDATE: The Crown and Defense are far apart on how long they think a man who pulled the trigger in two St. John's shootings should spend in prison.

Ref Id: N8E-6H7-12

NEW MP ELECTED TO REPLACE JUDY FOOTE: Christmas has come early for "Churence Rogers", the Liberal Candidate will replace Judy Foote as MP for Bonavista-Burin-Trinity.

Ref Id: A8E-4e6-12

INTERNATIONAL NEWS:

Ref Id: f7M-7S3-12

WOMEN MORE LIKELY TO BE VICTIMS OF VIOLENCE: Women are more likely than men to be the victims of intimate partner violence according to Stats Canada. ["Georgina McGrath", Victim of Violence]
41 COUPLE FACING CHARGES AFTER ALLEGED ROBBERY: A couple is facing multiple charges after an alleged robbery in Summerford this weekend including assault with a weapon.
CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:04:37am Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

42 PROFESSOR PREDICTS NL HEADING TOWARDS INSOLVENCY: Newfoundland and Labrador is heading towards insolvency. That is the ominous warning from a university professor in Ottawa who is an outspoken critic of the Muskrat Falls project. ["Ian Lee", Business Professor at Carlton University]
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:00:00am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

43 BUDGET APPROVED BY ST. JOHN'S CITY COUNCIL: St. John's City Council has approved a budget that doesn't increase taxes or spending; the financial blueprint lays out a balanced budget of less than $300 million for 2018. ["Danny Breen", Mayor]
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:00:00am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

44 NEW MP FOR BONAVISTA-BURIN-TRINITY: "Churence Rogers" is the new MP for Bonavista-Burin-Trinity; the Liberal Candidate easily won last night's by-election winning nearly 70 percent of the vote.
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:00:45am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

45 CHANGES NEEDED TO REDUCE NUMBER OF WOMEN ASSAULTED IN THIS PROVINCE: A lawyer in St. John's says sweeping changes are needed to reduce the number of women assaulted by an intimate partner in this province. ["Lynn Moore", Lawyer]
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:02:30am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

46 MARSH TRIAL UPDATE: The Crown and Defense are far apart on how long they think a man who pulled the trigger in two St. John's shootings should spend in prison.
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:03:15am Duration: 00:00:48 Reporter: Glenn Payette

47 NATIONAL NEWS:
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:04:03am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

CBC 8am News - Tue, December 12, 2017
E.Coli Outbreak: The Public Health Agency of Canada is spearheading an investigation into an apparent E.coli outbreak tied to Romaine lettuce.

CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:00:00am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: H5q-2C6-12

Professor Predicts NL Heading Towards Insolvency: Newfoundland and Labrador is heading towards insolvency. That is the ominous warning from a university professor in Ottawa who is an outspoken critic of the Muskrat Falls project. ["Ian Lee", Business Professor at Carlton University]

CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:00:45am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Terry Roberts
Ref Id: a4n-5c9-12

Budget Approved by St. John's City Council: St. John's City Council has approved a budget that doesn't increase taxes or spending; the financial blueprint lays out a balanced budget of less than $300 million for 2018. ["Danny Breen", Mayor]

CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:01:00am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: x4G-8x3-12

New MP Elected to Replace Judy Foote: Christmas has come early for Churence Rogers, the Liberal Candidate will replace Judy Foote as MP for Bonavista-Burin-Trinity.

CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:02:40am Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: w4c-8z6-12

Marsh Trial Update: The Crown and Defense are far apart on how long they think a man who pulled the trigger in two St. John's shootings should spend in prison.

CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:03:05am Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: i2X-4d6-12

Women More Likely to Be Victims of Violence: Women are more likely than men to be the victims of intimate partner violence according to Stats Canada. ["Georgina McGrath", Victim of Violence]

CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:03:25am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: u6j-919-12

International News:

CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:04:10am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: z6m-6d3-12

VOCM Morning News - Tue, December 12, 2017

E.Coli Outbreak: The federal government is investigating an outbreak of E. coli in three provinces, including Newfoundland and Labrador. The outbreak is linked to Romaine lettuce.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:45:00am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: k2r-5C2-12
56 AGREEMENT ON SHARE OF TAX FROM SALE OF MARIJUANA: The federal government has agreed to give the provinces and territories a 75 per cent share of the tax from the sale of legalized marijuana.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:45:45am Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: M9g-3T3-12

57 NEW MP-ELECT FOR BONAVISTA-BURIN-TRINITY: The former President of Municipalities Newfoundland and Labrador is the MP-elect for the riding of Bonavista-Burin-Trinity. ["Churence Rogers", MP-Elect]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:46:20am Duration: 00:01:20 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: r3z-2c2-12

58 THE COST OF CHILDCARE: A new report about childcare costs finds daycare fees continue to rise faster than inflation.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:47:40am Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Terry Pedwell
Ref Id: i8P-6S8-12

59 BIG STICK DECORATIONS: Shoppers hoping to snap up Mr Big Stick decorations this Christmas will have to wait one more sleep. "Jerry Burt", the owner of Baddy Vinyl, says they are currently sold out of this year's hottest handmade ornament.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:48:30am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: T61-4n9-12

VOCM Morning Show - Tue, December 12, 2017

60 TECH TALK: Online shopping with "Kevin Andrews", Tech Blogger.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:10:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Brian O'Connell
Ref Id: W6b-5K6-12

61 VIRTUAL HEALTH CLINIC: A Physician in Springdale has opened the province's first Virtual Health Clinic. Patients can consult a health care professional via video or phone 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. It provides service for a number of common conditions. ["Dr. Todd Young", Creator of Service from Main Street Medical Clinic]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:17:20am Duration: 00:04:10 Reporter: Brian Madore
Ref Id: v5V-6A2-12

62 VICTIM OF ASSAULT TALKS ABOUT EXPERIENCE: "Victim" of violent assault talks about how her ex-boyfriend got off with the incident.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:38:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Lacy O'Connell
Ref Id: h8J-5m4-12

63 FINANCE CRITIC HAS LITTLE CONFIDENCE IN FINANCE MINISTER: The Finance Critic has little confidence that Finance Minister Tom Osborne is ready to make a persuasive argument for fairer treatment for the province under equalization. Tory "Keith Hutchings" says the Premier has shown no resolve to fight
for this province on the national stage and now Osborne is heading to Ottawa with much the same approach.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:49:45am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Brian Madore
Ref Id: M8f-9U2-12

Over a hundred concerned citizens attended a panel discussion focused on the Muskrat Falls inquiry last night. It happened at MUN and one panelist says the only way to may the inquiry right is to offer the scope of the task before it beings. ["Stephen Tomblin", MUN Professor]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:12:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Gerri Lynn Mackey
Ref Id: w9K-2r8-12

PARENTS IN GAMBO AREA CONCERNED THAT MAN CONVICTED OF BRUTAL RAPE IS LIVING IN THEIR AREA: Parents in the Gambo area are upset that a man convicted in the brutal rape of a young girl is out of jail and living in their area with no formal notification. The man received a five year sentence last year and was given time and a half credit for time already served in custody. That left him with just over a year and a half to serve with what his sentence was in October of 2016. ["Lynn Moore", Lawyer who specializes in sexual assault cases]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:18:15am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Linda Swain
Ref Id: Y7B-8P6-12

NAUGHTY OR NICE LIST: Most children know that they have to be on their best behavior in order to be placed on Santa's nice list but the word nice is up for interpretation. Claudette paid a visit to Rainbow Daycare's in St. John's, Mount Pearl and CBS to find out who has been naughty and who has been nice. ["Various"]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:36:30am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Claudette Barnes
Ref Id: U5W-7K2-12

2018 BUDGET PASSED: The City of St. John's 2018 budget has passed but the decision was not made unanimously. Newcomers to Council "Maggie Burton", "Ian Froude" and "Hope Jamieson" voted against the document called for increased consultation and more concern for the city's most marginalized residents. ["Dave Lane", Councillor]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:53:30am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Gerri Lynn Mackey
Ref Id: f9k-6k9-12

AGREEMENT ON TAXATION OF CANNABIS: The Federal Government reached an agreement with the provinces over the taxation of cannabis. It didn't look like there would be an agreement and the provinces and feds were at odds at the beginning of the meetings in Ottawa but then the Federal Government came in with the 75-25 split. ["Tom Osborne", Finance Minister]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:09:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Brian Madore
Ref Id: T7P-7A2-12

REACTION TO CITY'S 2018 BUDGET: "Dorothy Keating", Chair of the St. John's Board of Trade talks about the 2018 City budget.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:19:30am Duration: 00:05:30 Reporter: Brian Madore
Ref Id: V9p-4A7-12
70 FORMER PRESIDENT OF MNL IS MP-ELECT: The former President of Municipalities NL is the MP-Elect for the riding on Bonavista-Burin-Trinity. ["Churence Rogers", MP-Elect]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:38:30am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Ben Murphy
Ref Id: x2H-6d2-12

71 BIG STICK DECORATIONS: This year's must have Christmas ornament is flying off the shelves at Baddy Vinyl on Duckworth Street in St. John's. The Maple Leaf Bologna Big Stick ornaments are handmade by Garry Murin and Hamilton Cormish. ["Jerry Burt", the owner of Baddy Vinyl]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:46:30am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Gerri Lynn Mackey
Ref Id: J7y-8R2-12
PLANT-BASED PROCESSED FOODS: You can expect to see even more plant-based processed foods flooding your supermarket in 2018.  

WARNING TO PET OWNERS: Yesterday Humane Services of St. John's put out a warning on its Facebook page reminding pet owners to pet animals inside. That's after a cat named Muffy was brought in with a snare wrapped around it's neck.  

E.COLI CASES: The Federal Government is investigating two cases of e.coli in three provinces that is believed to be linked to eating romaine lettuce. 13 of those people are from NL, 4 people were sent to hospital.  

MOVING COMPANIES NOT REGULATED: Let's say you are moving house and of course you need to hire a moving company to help. Who oversees those companies that come into your home and move your stuff? Who makes sure everything is above board? Well it turns out the answer is no one because the moving industry isn't regulated.  

TREE LIGHTING IN HONOUR OF CORTNEY LAKE: It has been a tough year for the family of Cortney Lake and the holiday season this year will no doubt be difficult but her family is banding together using her favourtie time of year to shine a light on violence against women.  

SERIES ON WEIGHT LOSS: This morning we continue our series on weight loss with "Dr. Farrell Cahill".
7  CHILDCARE FEES REPORT MISLEADING: A release sent out by the Education Minister Dale Kirby yesterday has stirred up some discussion. In it he lauded the numbers for St. John's that have come up in the annual Childcare Fees Report. ["Gail Sullivan", Happy Times Preschool]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:24:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Jamie Fitzpatrick
Ref Id: K3V-7r9-13

8  PHYSICIAN SUPPORT FOR PATIENTS WHO EXPERIENCE SEXUAL VIOLENCE: High profile cases of sexual assault can make headlines but primary care physicians it's an ongoing reality in their everyday practice. New research published this week highlights how physicians can support patients who have experienced sexual violence.

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:42:30am Duration: 00:05:30 Reporter: Peter Lin
Ref Id: c5n-3j6-13

9  TALENTED TEENAGER TO PERFORM AT CARNEGIE HALL: A teenager from Winnipeg named "Angela Ung" is going on a trip this week with her parents to New York but it's not your typical family holiday. Angela is 13 years old, she is a concert pianist and she is going to perform during an international competition at Carnegie Hall.

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:50:00am Duration: 00:02:30 Reporter: Jamie Fitzpatrick
Ref Id: F9D-6d2-13

CBC Central Morning Show - Wed, December 13, 2017

10 NEWFOUND LACQUER: "Maggie Drover" is a grade ten student and she is making and selling her own do it yourself nail polish. She has learned the formula, the chemistry, and the math to make sure her product has what it takes to compete. It is even vegan.

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:48:00am Duration: 00:07:30 Reporter: Krissy Holmes
Ref Id: k5M-7m2-13

11 FUTURE OF RURAL NEWFOUNDLAND: Students of Smallwood Academy in Gambo had a lively debate in their class last week. They were talking about rural Newfoundland and its future. ["Rebecca Boland", Student]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:13:30am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Garrett Barry
Ref Id: R7G-5A5-13

12 PREDICTION THAT NL WILL GO BANKRUPT WITHIN NEXT DECADE: A Business professor at Carleton University once again predicts that NL will go bankrupt within the next decade. ["Tom Osborne", Finance Minister]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:22:20am Duration: 00:09:45 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: g4i-8a6-13
13 MOVING COMPANIES NOT REGULATED: Let's say you are moving house and of course you need to hire a moving company to help. Who oversees those companies that come into your home and move your stuff? Who makes sure everything is above board? Well it turns out the answer is no one because the moving industry isn't regulated. ["Jen White", CBC Reporter]
CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:45:05am Duration: 00:07:20 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: v2T-8n9-13

14 ATLANTIC BOYCHOIR: The Atlantic BoyChoir is touring Europe. ["Colin Spencer"; "Christopher Seymour"]
CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:53:25am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: J9N-9k3-13

15 RESULTS OF MEDIATION FOR D-J COMPOSITIES: Nearly 30 workers at D-J Composites in Gander have been locked out from their jobs for almost a year. After negotiations between the company and the union, Unifor broke down months ago the province appointed an independent mediator to help settle the dispute. ["Al Hawkins", Minister of Advanced Skills, Labor and Employment]
CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:13:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: y3K-3t7-13

16 MAN FLU: Men all over the world are cheering with vindication this week after a new study has claimed the man flu could in fact be a real thing. It's published in the British Medical Journal that high levels of testosterone could make your immune system weaker whereas estrogen actually makes it stronger which could be why men seem to sicker more often and longer than women are. ["Various"]
CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:19:30am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Sherry Wheeler
Ref Id: m7p-5v3-13

17 PHYSICIAN SUPPORT FOR PATIENTS WHO EXPERIENCE SEXUAL VIOLENCE: High profile cases of sexual assault can make headlines but primary care physicians it's an ongoing reality in their everyday practice. New research published this week highlights how physicians can support patients who have experience sexual violence.
CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:23:30am Duration: 00:05:30 Reporter: Peter Lin
Ref Id: E3K-5y8-13

18 YEAR END SEARCH REPORT: As we start to reflect on the year that was Google Canada is offering a peak behind the curtain to show us how it all played out through their search engine. The company released it's annual year end search report. ["Alexandra Hunnings Klein", Trends Expert with Google Canada]
CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:44:00am Duration: 00:05:30 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: h9p-7H7-13

19 AMERICAN POLITICS: ["Doug Jones", Elected to U.S. Senate]
CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:51:00am Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: c8W-6B4-13

20 FOOD PRICES EXPECTED TO RISE: Food prices are expected to go up again in Canada in 2018. That is the prediction of the Food Price Report which is out this morning. ["Simon Samoji", Co-Author of Report]
CBC West Coast Morning Show - Wed, December 13, 2017

21 VIGIL FOR HICKEY: People in HVGB want their thoughts and prayers to reach Mayor John Hickey. Hickey is currently sedated and in hospital in St. John's after being medivaced there this weekend after a bullet hit him in the face. ["Various"]

CBC West Coast Morning Show - Wed, December 13, 2017

22 SERIES ON WEIGHT LOSS: This morning we continue our series on weight loss with "Dr. Farrell Cahill".

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:17:00am Duration: 00:07:40 Reporter: Bernice Hillier
Ref Id: H9y-7b7-13

23 ARENA NEEDS VOLUNTEERS: The arena is Roddickton-Bide Arm is on thin ice you could say. The town has been hard pressed to find enough volunteers to run the facility this year and up to Monday they weren't sure that the arena would even be open. ["Shelia Fitzgerald", Mayor]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:47:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier
Ref Id: k2r-3G7-13

24 MECHANICAL ISSUES AT RINK KEEP CURLERS FROM THE ICE: The curling club in Corner Brook is having a rocky year. ["Darren Charters", City of Corner Brook]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:56:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier
Ref Id: a2P-8X9-13

25 PHYSICIAN SUPPORT FOR PATIENTS WHO EXPERIENCE SEXUAL VIOLENCE: High profile cases of sexual assault can make headlines but primary care physicians it's an ongoing reality in their everyday practice. New research published this week highlights how physicians can support patients who have experience sexual violence.

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:15:00am Duration: 00:05:30 Reporter: Peter Lin
Ref Id: C4A-8Y4-13

26 MOVING COMPANIES NOT REGULATED: Let's say you are moving house and of course you need to hire a moving company to help. Who oversees those companies that come into your home and move your stuff? Who makes sure everything is above board? Well it turns out the answer is no one because the moving industry isn't regulated. ["Jen White", CBC Reporter]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:22:00am Duration: 00:07:20 Reporter: Bernice Hillier
Ref Id: q8q-2J8-13
27 FOOD PRICES EXPECTED TO RISE: Food prices are expected to go up again in Canada in 2018. That is the prediction of the Food Price Report which is out this morning. ["Simon Samojo", Co-Author of Report]
CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:45:00am Duration: 00:06:30 Reporter: Bernice Hillier
Ref Id: b3U-6m2-13

28 ATLANTIC BOYCHOIR: The Atlantic BoyChoir is touring Europe. ["Colin Spencer"; "Christopher Seymour"]
CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:53:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier
Ref Id: E8R-4p8-13

CBC Labrador Coast Morning Show - Wed, December 13, 2017

29 BUSINESS: Today's business news.
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:18:00am Duration: 00:04:10 Reporter: Frank Rackow
Ref Id: V6P-8Y6-13

30 STORIES OF INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE AND THE FLAWED RESPONSE TO THE ISSUE: One out of every two women 15 and older in this province will experience sexual or physical violence in their lifetimes and that is just one of the startling stats showing women are more likely to be victims of violence than men. But many advocates say the most startling thing is how flawed our response to this issue is. ["Meghan McCabe", CBC Reporter]
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:22:10am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Ariana Kelland
Ref Id: G2P-5s6-13

31 HOUSE OF WOODEN SANTAS
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:45:10am Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Matt McCann
Ref Id: E4n-5Y2-13

32 RECENTRE MIGHT HAVE TO CLOSE: The Mayor of Wabush says the town's rec centre is too expensive to keep running. Yesterday "Ron Barron" told employees of the Mike Adam Recreational Centre they may soon lose their jobs. Barron says the town is looking half a million dollars to keep the doors open.
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:18:10am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Bailey White
Ref Id: t7N-6w3-13

33 VIGIL FOR HICKEY: People in HVGB want their thoughts and prayers to reach Mayor John Hickey. Hickey is currently sedated and in hospital in St. John's after being medivaced there this weekend after a bullet hit him in the face. ["Various"]
SERIES ON WEIGHT LOSS: This morning we continue our series on weight loss with "Dr. Farrell Cahill".

CBC 7am News - Wed, December 13, 2017

CARBONEAR MAYOR VOTED OUT: Carbonear council has voted out it's recently elected Mayor after a letter was sent to the Department of Municipal Affairs and the town alerting them to a possible conflict of interest. ["Chris O'Grady", Deputy Mayor]

OWNER OF MOVING COMPANY HAS SERIES OF DRIVING RELATED CONVICTIONS: CBC Investigates has learned that the owner of a St. John's moving company has a series of driving related convictions and Dustin Etheridge is also facing new charges all while his company is advertising for new clients.

SAVOIR PLEASED CROWN IS APPEALING RULING: A woman whose former boyfriend was given an absolute discharge after he admitted to assaulting her is pleased to learn the Crown is appealing that ruling. ["Aden Savoie", Assault Victim]

EQUALIZATION PAYMENT FORMULA NEEDS TO BE CHANGED: Finance Minister "Tom Osborne" says the equalization payment formula needs to be changed; it was one of the issues he discussed with his counterparts during a trip to Ottawa this week.

CANDLELIGHT VIGIL: A candlelight vigil was held for Happy Valley-Goose Bay Mayor John Hickey last night; he is currently sedated in hospital in St. John's.

CANADA FOOD PRICE REPORT FINDINGS: We can expect to pay more money to eat out and to buy vegetables next year; Canada food price report expects food inflation to rise between 1 and 3 percent in 2018.
CARBONEAR MAYOR VOTED OUT: The Mayor's chair in Carbonear is empty today after council voted last night to remove Frank Butt as he is deemed to be in an apparent conflict of interest stemming from a motion he put forward back in 2014. ["Chris O'Grady", Deputy Mayor]

OWNER OF MOVING COMPANY HAS SERIES OF DRIVING RELATED CONVICTIONS: CBC Investigates has learned that the owner of a St. John's moving company has a series of driving related convictions and Dustin Etheridge is also facing new charges all while his company is advertising for new clients.

SAVOIR PLEASED CROWN IS APPEALING RULING: A woman whose former boyfriend was given an absolute discharge after he admitted to assaulting her is pleased to learn the Crown is appealing that ruling. ["Aden Savoie", Assault Victim]

EQUALIZATION PAYMENT FORMULA NEEDS TO BE CHANGED: Finance Minister "Tom Osborne" says the equalization payment formula needs to be changed; it was one of the issues he discussed with his counterparts during a trip to Ottawa this week.

CANDLELIGHT VIGIL: A candlelight vigil was held for Happy Valley-Goose Bay Mayor John Hickey last night; he is currently sedated in hospital in St. John's. ["Nolan Walsh", Hickey's Grandson]

HOCKEY PLAYER GETTING HIS WISH: A young hockey star from Sheshatshiu is getting what he wished for this Christmas. ["Sebastian Benuen", Grandfather]

RECREATION CENTER IN WABUSH MAY CLOSE: The Mayor of Wabush is warning that the recreation center will close if the town doesn't come up with half a million dollars. ["Ron Barron", Mayor]
OWNER OF MOVING COMPANY HAS SERIES OF DRIVING RELATED CONVICTIONS: CBC Investigates has learned that the owner of a St. John's moving company has a series of driving related convictions and Dustin Etheridge is also facing new charges all while his company is advertising for new clients.

CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:01:05am Duration: 00:01:15 Reporter: Jen White

CARBONEAR MAYOR VOTED OUT: Carbonear council has voted out it's recently elected Mayor after a letter was sent to the Department of Municipal Affairs and the town alerting them to a possible conflict of interest. ["Chris O'Grady", Deputy Mayor]

CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:02:20am Duration: 00:00:58 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

SAVOIR PLEASED CROWN IS APPEALING RULING: A woman whose former boyfriend was given an absolute discharge after he admitted to assaulting her is pleased to learn the Crown is appealing that ruling. ["Aden Savoie", Assault Victim]

CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:03:18am Duration: 00:00:42 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

CANDLELIGHT VIGIL: A candlelight vigil was held for Happy Valley-Goose Bay Mayor John Hickey last night; he is currently sedated in hospital in St. John's.

CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:04:00am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

HOCKEY PLAYER GETTING HIS WISH: A young hockey star from Sheshatshiu is getting what he wished for this Christmas. ["Sebastian Benuen", Grandfather]

CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:04:45am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

BUTT REMOVED FROM ROLE AS MAYOR: Frank Butt has been removed from his role as Mayor of Carbonear following a vote by the Town Council. ["Chris O'Grady", Deputy Mayor]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:45:30am Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: John Reynolds

PRESENTATIONS TO BE MADE TO CITY ABOUT PARKING LOT EXTENSION: Presentations will be made this morning to the St. John's Committee of the Whole meeting on an application to extend a parking lot in the area of Kent Place. ["Andrew Wadden", Lawyer; "Connie Parsons", School of Dance]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:47:00am Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: John Reynolds
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE LANDS MAN IN LOCKUP: A man is in the Lockup after an incident of domestic violence in Conception Bay South.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:48:30am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: John Reynolds

Ref Id: n3c-9t7-13

MINISTER TALKS ABOUT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE: The province's Justice Minister didn't let the fact that he couldn't speak publicly about a recent case of domestic violence prevent him from giving his thoughts on the issue. ["Andrew Parsons", Justice Minister]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:49:00am Duration: 00:01:15 Reporter: John Reynolds

Ref Id: C7K-2U8-13

FOOD PRICE REPORT: Consumers can expect to pay more money to eat out and to buy vegetables next year. Canada's Food Price Report expected food inflation to rise between one and three per cent in 2018, or 348-dollars for a family of four.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:50:15am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: John Reynolds

Ref Id: N7F-4f7-13

FUEL PRICES SHOW LITTLE CHANGE: Not much change in fuel prices this week according to the fuel forecast from the Consumer Group For Fair Gas Prices.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:50:45am Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: John Reynolds

Ref Id: Q7s-2e4-13

VOCM Morning Show - Wed, December 13, 2017

CRIME STOPPERS REPORT: ["Cst. Bill Day]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:10:30am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Claudette Barnes

Ref Id: B5K-4G8-13

TRENDING SEARCH TOPICS: Have you been on Google lately? If so you probably know some of the popular trending searches. A clip from the Canadian Press reporting their 17th annual survey is aired.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:13:30am Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Claudette Barnes

Ref Id: e2x-4F5-13

CRITIC PLEASED ABOUT UPCOMING RNC PRESENTATION: A local critic of high speeds on roads in Portugal Cove-St. Phillip's is pleased with an upcoming police presentation to the local town council. "Pat Pender" says RNC Sergeant Paul Didham will make a presentation to council next Tuesday evening.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:20:00am Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Linda Swain

Ref Id: R6c-4P9-13

#BETHEGOODGUY: Awareness for violence against women has been at the forefront of the news stories this past year and some of them close to home here in our province. ["Jack Chaulk", Driving force behind #bethegoodguy]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:38:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins

Ref Id: h5f-7T5-13
RESIDENTS OF COMMERCIAL CREEP INTO THEIR NEIGHBORHOOD: Residents of a quiet residential neighborhood going to be making presentations this morning to St. John's Committee of the Whole Meeting on an application to extend a parking lot in the area of Kent Place. ["Andrew Waddon", Lawyer representing residents; "Connie Parsons", Wants to extend parking lot of her dance school]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:49:30am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Linda Swain
Ref Id: N7K-6h6-13

MINISTER COMMENTS ON DOMESTIC ABUSE CASES: After a guilty plea for a domestic abuse case resulted in an absolute discharge the victim decided to speak out. Justice Minister "Andrew Parsons" is the lead in the provincial committee on violence against women but couldn't speak specifically about the case.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:12:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins
Ref Id: Q7p-7v4-13

NEW MEMBER OF RNC: The newest member of the RNC was a good boy as he was officially introduced to the public yesterday. Two year old purebred German Sheppard Avalon has been donated to the force as part of the Avalon Mall's 50th Anniversary celebrations. ["Marcel Elliott", Mall General Manager; "Cst. Jody Ryan", RNC]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:21:45am Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Gerri Lynn Mackey
Ref Id: Y2Y-9e8-13

COMICAL KIDS: Were you naughty or nice? ["Various"]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:38:30am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Claudette Barnes
Ref Id: D9d-7w7-13

REACTION TO PROVINCE'S NEW MARIJUANA SUPPLIER: This province has a new marijuana supplier. Ontario-based Canopy Growth Corporation will supply and produce marijuana in this province under an agreement that secures 8 thousand kgs of cannabis and related products each year. ["Thomas Clarke", Marijuana Advocate]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:55:30am Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Linda Swain
Ref Id: w5h-8B6-13

REACTION TO SENTENCE: The mother of a young woman who was killed in a street racing incident sat in the courtroom to hear the sentencing of the man whose vehicle was responsible for her daughter's death. ["Gail Thorne", Hannah's Mother]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:11:00am Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins
Ref Id: D3u-6V2-13

ANNIVERSARY OF TRAGIC FIRE: Several people braved the wet weather late last night to remember the 75th anniversary of a tragic fire that claimed the lives of nearly a hundred people and left hundreds injured. The Knights of Columbus hostel was the scene of a VOCM barn dance in 1942 when a raging fire broke out and quickly ripped through the structure. ["John Atkins", Organizer; "Mary Thistle", Survived the fire]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:17:00am Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Gerri Lynn Mackey
Ref Id: c7K-5P3-13
LOCAL STUDENT TO REPRESENT PROVINCE AT FORUM FOR YOUNG CANADIANS: "Liam Warren" is a Waterford Valley High School student and aspiring politician. He has been chosen to represent his school and the province at the Forum for Young Canadians in Ottawa in the new year.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:37:30am Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Ben Murphy
Ref Id: x2H-6M2-13

TEENAGER PUTTING TALENTS TO GOOD USE: A teenager from Hopeall, Trinity Bay decided to put her talents to good use for the Christmas Season. "Brittany Maine" and her mother "Emily" decided to use photos that Brittany drew as a template for a Christmas poster. She has donated these posters to organizations like the CNIB because Brittany lives with a visual impairment.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:49:00am Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Melissa Jenkins
Ref Id: e5N-5p3-13
From: NLIS, NLIS
Sent: Wednesday, December 13, 2017 12:14 PM
Subject: Open Line Headlines
Attachments: NLNewsNow_Headlines_20171213-114649.doc

VOCM Open Line - Wed, December 13, 2017

1  RADIOTHON: Host Preamble- Paddy thanks everyone who donated during the radiothon yesterday for the Autism Society.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:00:00am Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: X4k-2u3-13

2  TOY DRIVE: Host Preamble- Good job to the Mercer family for holding a toy drive in honour of their children Alex and Rielly.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:02:00am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: q6x-2b8-13

3  LITTER: Host Preamble- If we have some 92 million pieces of litter in the province the conversation will always be how it got there and now we can get rid of it.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:03:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: W2h-4j9-13

4  FINANCES OF THE PROVINCE: Host Preamble- The province is talking about equalization with Ottawa again. It would be nice to get to the transfer payments from the Federal Government. Minister Osborne has been talking about this and this formula has to do with revenue and how we now don't qualify.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:06:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: s8C-3D6-13

5  LEGALIZING POT: Host Preamble- Minister Osborne was at a meeting in Ottawa with his counterparts to talk about revenue from the selling of pot. He also comments on the deal with Canopy to be the supplier in the province.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:12:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: h9E-2e2-13

6  CANOPY DEAL: "Mike" is calling to comment on pot and the Canopy deal. He says that Canopy seems to be an excellent company and they appear to do quite well. He says that he is not against the company but he wonders why a local company is not the main supplier? He thinks that the NLC should have gotten quotes and looked for a supplier and the government should have stayed out of it.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:27:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: y5n-3R7-13
7 CANOPY CORPORATION: "Rick" is calling to talk about the canopy Corporation. He says that the
government should have just tried to find a local supplier and will give jobs to people in the province. By
going with a company not in the province we are just giving jobs to others outside the province.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:39:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: z9n-6G4-13

8 REACTION TO SENTENCE: "Gail Thorne" is the mother of Hannah Throne and she talks about the
sentencing of Brian King. She had hoped that the Judge would give a harsher sentence but they were
prepared for the one that he got. She says there is no closure for the family really. She said that Mr. King
and the other man were on a drug run at the time and they made this decision. She says there was 12 used
needles found in his car. She says that Mr. King as not showed any remorse to him and neither did his
family. People are more concerned with him and saying things like he now has to deal with this for the rest
of his life but her daughter is dead.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:52:00am Duration: 00:11:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: v3S-3T4-13

9 PRIVACY ISSUES WITH THE LAW: "Colin" is calling to talk about a case of someone trafficking in
firearms. He talks about the privacy issues in this case.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:12:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: z9F-417-13

10 DEAL WITH CANOPY: "John" says that he was watching the news and Minister Mitchelmore would not
answer a question on Canopy Growth. He smirked and said that we would have to wait. He says the smirk
is what got him. He does not like Mitchelmore and he does not trust him at all.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:24:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: U5x-3h9-13

11 BROWNE ON ISSUES: "MHA Mark Browne" is calling to talk about his role in the Department of
Tourism. He says that sometimes thing get lost in the news but they are assisting the Francophone
community. He says we have a very vibrant Francophone community in the province.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:30:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: c6t-4k9-13

12 SPECIAL OLYMPICS CHRISTMAS PARTY: "Dave Barker" is calling to say there was a Christmas
Party in GF-W for Special Olympics and it was a great night.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:42:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: Z6H-914-13

13 NOT HAPPY WITH CANOPY DEAL: "Melanie" is calling to talk about cannabis. She does not like the
20 year distributor deal and it stops small businesses from competing. She says that there will not be
enough jobs created in this province with with distributor.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:46:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: K5n-5k4-13
14 NL JUSTICE SYSTEM: "Ray" says his heart goes out to Hannah Thorne's mother and he also wants to comment on the fellow who was in court for domestic violence charges and was let off with it because he is going to university. Ray thinks that a 40-month sentence indicates there is no value on human life. Men are released on bail for domestic violence and it still goes on. He says the last time he got sentenced, it was for over 5 years for $2500 in fraud, so it seems like our justice system is behind in the times.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:58:45am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: K8M-9K6-13

15 CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTING IN MEMORY OF CORTNEY LAKE: "Glenda" invites listeners to come out to St. David's Park for a Christmas tree lighting in memory of her niece Cortney Lake. It takes place tomorrow night and will be a family-friendly event.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 11:10:30am Duration: 00:02:45 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: Z9d-9i8-13

16 CANOPY GROWTH DEAL LACKS LONG-TERM VISION: Interim NDP Leader "Lorraine Michael" shares her thoughts on the deal between the Provincial Government and Canopy Growth in Ontario. She feels there were other ways to source a supply rather than make a 20-year deal and that there was a real lack of long-term vision for the potential of local production. She says it was a golden opportunity to give business to small producers right here and they have given it away. She wonders why we didn't put hybrids in place for the sale of cannabis instead of lumping it all under the NLC.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 11:13:15am Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: p8Q-2D2-13

17 AQUACULTURE IN NL: Marystown Mayor "Sam Synard" says it seems like opponents to aquaculture are against the process completely and no one fights for sustainable aquaculture or to make the improvements needed to make it work more efficiently. He says the deal for Placentia Bay has gone through many more processes than previous deals which were made. He says that at a meeting last night, Bill Bryden made a crack about the crowd from Marystown getting a bus ride into town having more to do with going shopping than having the discussion on aquaculture.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 11:27:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: t7W-8X9-13
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1 FORMER ARCHBISHOP ALFONSUS PENNEY DIES: A former Archbishop in NL has died.
CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:00:25pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: A9F-7X9-13

2 FINANCE MINISTER SAYS EQUALIZATION FORMULA IS UNFAIR TO NL: Finance Minister "Tom Osborne" wants the formula that calculates equalization payments to provinces changed; it was one of the issues he discussed with his counterparts during a recent trip to Ottawa this week.
CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:00:50pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: y9P-2f6-13

3 TREE-LIGHTING IN HONOUR OF CORTNEY LAKE: The family of Cortney Lake is grappling with the first Christmas without the young woman. ["Glenda Power", Cortney's Aunt]
CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:01:40pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: a3S-4s8-13

4 POLICE SEEK INFO ON MOUNT SCIO ROAD FIRE: Police are hoping someone saw something that can help in the investigation of a suspicious fire in St. John's almost a month ago.
CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:02:40pm Duration: 00:00:15 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: z8P-2A9-13

5 TOWN OF WABUSH RECREATION CENTRE IN DANGER OF CLOSURE: The Mayor of Wabush is warning that the recreation centre will close if the Town doesn't come up with half a million dollars. ["Ron Barron", Wabush Mayor]
CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:02:55pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: P8W-5E7-13

CBC Crosstalk - Wed, December 13, 2017

6 ARE VICTIMS OF INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE ADEQUATELY PROTECTED BY OUR JUSTICE SYSTEM?: A St. John's woman feels the court system failed her when her ex-boyfriend was given an absolute discharge for assaulting her. Listeners are asked if they think victims of intimate partner violence are adequately protected by our justice system. ["Aden Savoie", Assault Victim; "Connie Pike", Violence Prevention Advocate]
CBN - St. John's - Crosstalk @ 12:06:00pm Duration: 00:54:00 Reporter: Cecil Haire
7 Hannah Thorne's mother hoped for a stronger message in King's sentence: The mother of Hannah Thorne says she was hoping the judge would send a stronger message with his sentence of Brian King this week in the accident that claimed her daughter's life. ["Gail Thorne", Hannah's Mother]

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:01:00pm Duration: 00:01:55 Reporter: John Reynolds

8 Sunshine Squad robbed: A CBS group focused on performing random acts of kindness has been victimized by a random act of thievery.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:02:55pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Linda Swain

9 NL purchase intentions for marijuana use: Corporate Research Associates says one-quarter of Newfoundlanders and Labradarians asked say they intend to purchase marijuana once it becomes legalized next July.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:03:55pm Duration: 00:00:55 Reporter: Jeff Smyth

10 Are there benefits to medical marijuana?: Family doctors across Canada are being told there is little to no scientific evidence to support the supposed benefits of medicinal marijuana.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:04:50pm Duration: 00:01:15 Reporter: John Reynolds

11 Police seek help solving suspicious fire case: The RNC is looking for the public's help in its investigation into a suspicious fire last month that destroyed a vacant property on Mount Scio Road.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:06:05pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: John Reynolds

12 Commercial creep update: The two sides in a brewing controversy over commercial creep in the capital city made presentations to the St. John's Committee of Whole this morning. ["Andrew Wadden", Lawyer; "Connie Parsons", School of Dance Owner]

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:06:35pm Duration: 00:01:45 Reporter: John Reynolds

13 Concerns over possible oil spill near Fogo Island: The Federal Government is asking the public to report any instances of sheens or oiled birds in the area off the coast of Fogo Island.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:08:20pm Duration: 00:00:55 Reporter: John Reynolds
14 FISHERMAN CLAIMS COD FISHERY CLOSURE WAS UNJUSTIFIED: A Burin Peninsula fisherman is pointing the finger at the FFAW-Unifor for closing the cod fishery in his area, saying it was unjustified. ["Wayne Meade", Grand Bank Fisherman]

VOCM - St. John's - 1 pm News @ 01:09:15 Duration: 00:01:15 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: u3s-3y9-13

15 WABANA PUBLIC COUNCIL MEETING: A troubled municipal council in the province has moved ahead its final meeting of the calendar year with clear stipulations and restrictions for the public.

VOCM - St. John's - 1 pm News @ 01:10:30 Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: p3y-5q9-13

16 BURIN TOWN BUDGET: There will be no tax increases in the Town of Burin for 2018. ["Kevin Lundrigan", Burin Mayor]

VOCM - St. John's - 1 pm News @ 01:11:05 Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: g8x-3B3-13

17 GRAND FALLS-WINDSOR BUDGET: The Town of Grand Falls-Windsor is getting ready to bring down its municipal operating budget.

VOCM - St. John's - 1 pm News @ 01:11:55 Duration: 00:00:10 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: m3y-2P7-13

18 OSBORNE DOESN'T FEEL EQUALIZATION WORKS FOR NL UNDER CURRENT FORMULA: Equalization is not working for Newfoundland and Labrador according to the Finance Minister. ["Tom Osborne", Finance Minister]

VOCM - St. John's - 1 pm News @ 01:12:05 Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: z9j-4U3-13

19 FOOD INFLATION: Consumers can expect to pay more money to eat out and to buy vegetables next year.

VOCM - St. John's - 1 pm News @ 01:12:55 Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: e2u-2W6-13

20 WABUSH RECREATION CENTRE COULD CLOSE IN 2018: A facility in Wabush considered by some as the recreational heart of Labrador West may be shut down in the new year. ["Ron Barron", Wabush Mayor - Clip from Night Line]

VOCM - St. John's - 1 pm News @ 01:13:35 Duration: 00:01:05 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: M9M-2j7-13

21 HIGH WINDS IMPACT FERRY RUNS: High winds continue to pound parts of the western part of the island, and that's having an impact on the transportation system.

VOCM - St. John's - 1 pm News @ 01:14:40 Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: J6Z-2S7-13

22 RITA LOCKYER RETIRES: Steele Communications is saying farewell to one of its own. ["Rita Lockyer", Steele Communications Traffic & Accounting; "John Steele", Steele Communications President]
23 LONG LINEUP FOR MAPLE LEAF 'BIG STICK' BOLOGNA ORNAMENTS: Folks lined up outside Posie Row this morning, eagerly awaiting their chance to buy handmade ornaments in the likeness of Maple Leaf's iconic 'Big Stick' Bologna. ["Jerry Burt", Baddy Vinyl]

24 ALPHONSO SUSPENNEY DIES: A former Archbishop of the Diocese of St. John's has died.

25 REACTION TO SENTENCE: The mother of a young woman who was killed in a street racing incident sat in the courtroom to hear the sentencing of the man whose vehicle was responsible for her daughter's death. ["Gail Thorne", Hannah's Mother]

26 Question of the Day/Top Stories

27 ANNIVERSARY OF TRAGIC FIRE: Several people braved the wet weather late last night to remember the 75th anniversary of a tragic fire that claimed the lives of nearly a hundred people and left hundreds injured. The Knights of Columbus hostel was the scene of a VOCM barn dance in 1942 when a raging fire broke out and quickly ripped through the structure. ["John Atkins", Organizer; "Mary Thistle", Survived the fire]

28 REACTION TO PROVINCE'S NEW MARIJUANA SUPPLIER: This province has a new marijuana supplier. Ontario-based Canopy Growth Corporation will supply and produce marijuana in this province under an agreement that secures 8 thousand kgs of cannabis and related products each year. ["Thomas Clarke", Marijuana Advocate]

29 NEW MEMBER OF RNC: The newest member of the RNC was a good boy as he was officially introduced to the public yesterday. Two year old purebred German Sheppard Avalon has been donated to the force as part of the Avalon Mall's 50th Anniversary celebrations. ["Marcel Elliott", Mall General Manager; "Cst. Jody Ryan", RNC]
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30 MOUNT SCIO ROAD FIRE CONSIDERED SUSPICIOUS: Police say that a fire that broke out last month is now considered suspicious.
CJON (NTV) - Mid-Day News @ 12:01:50pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Michael Connors
Ref Id: n9e-3W7-13

31 CALL FOR 5% RAISE FOR INJURED WORKERS: The NL Federation of Labour is launching a public campaign to demand the Province give a 5% raise to injured workers.
CJON (NTV) - Mid-Day News @ 12:02:15pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Michael Connors
Ref Id: v4M-8J4-13

32 NL'S FIRST CONVICTION OF STREETRACING CAUSING DEATH: It was a tragic act that shattered a family. Today in a Harbour Grace courtroom, the outcome was a first in this province's history. ["Gail Thorne", Hannah's Mother]
CJON (NTV) - Mid-Day News @ 12:02:35pm Duration: 00:02:05 Reporter: Glen Carter
Ref Id: H6k-7p6-13

33 E. COLI OUTBREAK CAUSED BY CONTAMINATED LETTUCE: The product has yet to be pulled, but there is some contaminated lettuce in this province.
CJON (NTV) - Mid-Day News @ 12:04:40pm Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Leila Beaudoin
Ref Id: E9n-5T7-13

34 HARD LESSONS LEARNED AFTER BEING ASSAULTED: It is making national headlines - the case of a man given an absolute discharge after pleading guilty to beating his girlfriend and then bragging about it on social media. ["Aden Savoie", Assault Victim]
CJON (NTV) - Mid-Day News @ 12:05:50pm Duration: 00:02:40 Reporter: Kelly-Anne Roberts
Ref Id: b5j-6C6-13

35 NEWEST RNC POLICE SERVICE DOG STARTS WORK: The RNC's newest recruit is just two years old, had four legs, and barks. ["Cst. Jody Ryan", Police Dog Handler]
CJON (NTV) - Mid-Day News @ 12:08:30pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Michael Connors
Ref Id: J2b-6j8-13

36 MUSICAL GROUPS TO ENTERTAIN AT AIRPORT IN EXCHANGE FOR FOOD BANK DONATIONS: It's a busy place during the holidays and the St. John's International Airport is hoping to help out those in need during this festive time.
CJON (NTV) - Mid-Day News @ 12:09:30pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Michael Connors
Ref Id: e3e-5k4-13
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1 RADIOTHON: Host Preamble- Paddy thanks everyone who donated during the radiothon yesterday for the Autism Society.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:00:00am Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: X4k-2u3-13

2 TOY DRIVE: Host Preamble- Good job to the Mercer family for holding a toy drive in honour of their children Alex and Rielly.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:02:00am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: q6x-2b8-13

3 LITTER: Host Preamble- If we have some 92 million pieces of litter in the province the conversation will always be how it got there and now we can get rid of it.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:03:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: W2h-4j9-13

4 FINANCES OF THE PROVINCE: Host Preamble- The province is talking about equalization with Ottawa again. It would be nice to get to the transfer payments from the Federal Government. Minister Osborne has been talking about this and this formula has to do with revenue and how we now don't qualify.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:06:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: s8C-3D6-13

5 LEGALIZING POT: Host Preamble- Minister Osborne was at a meeting in Ottawa with his counterparts to talk about revenue from the selling of pot. He also comments on the deal with Canopy to be the supplier in the province.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:12:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: h9E-2e2-13

6 CANOPY DEAL: "Mike" is calling to comment on pot and the Canopy deal. He says that Canopy seems to be an excellent company and they appear to do quite well. He says that he is not against the company but he wonders why a local company is not the main supplier? He thinks that the NLC should have gotten quotes and looked for a supplier and the government should have stayed out of it.
VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:27:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: y5n-3R7-13
7 CANOPY CORPORATION: "Rick" is calling to talk about the canopy Corporation. He says that the government should have just tried to find a local supplier and will give jobs to people in the province. By going with a company not in the province we are just giving jobs to others outside the province.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:39:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: z9n-6G4-13

8 REACTION TO SENTENCE: "Gail Thorne" is the mother of Hannah Throne and she talks about the sentencing of Brian King. She had hoped that the Judge would give a harsher sentence but they were prepared for the one that he got. She says there is no closure for the family really. She said that Mr. King and the other man were on a drug run at the time and they made this decision. She says there was 12 used needles found in his car. She says that Mr. King as not showed any remorse to him and neither did his family. People are more concerned with him and saying things like he now has to deal with this for the rest of his life but her daughter is dead.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:52:00am Duration: 00:11:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: v3S-3T4-13

9 PRIVACY ISSUES WITH THE LAW: "Colin" is calling to talk about a case of someone trafficking in firearms. He talks about the privacy issues in this case.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:12:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: z9F-4I7-13

10 DEAL WITH CANOPY: "John" says that he was watching the news and Minister Mitchelmore would not answer a question on Canopy Growth. He smirked and said that we would have to wait. He says the smirk is what got him. He does not like Mitchelmore and he does not trust him at all.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:24:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: U5x-3h9-13

11 BROWNE ON ISSUES: "MHA Mark Browne" is calling to talk about his role in the Department of Tourism. He says that sometimes thing get lost in the news but they are assisting the Francophone community. He says we have a very vibrant Francophone community in the province.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:30:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: c6t-4k9-13

12 SPECIAL OLYMPICS CHRISTMAS PARTY: "Dave Barker" is calling to say there was a Christmas Party in GF-W for Special Olympics and it was a great night.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:42:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: Z6H-9I4-13

13 NOT HAPPY WITH CANOPY DEAL: "Melanie" is calling to talk about cannabis. She does not like the 20 year distributor deal and it stops small businesses from competing. She says that there will not be enough jobs created in this province with with distributor.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:46:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: K5n-5k4-13
14 NL JUSTICE SYSTEM: "Ray" says his heart goes out to Hannah Thorne's mother and he also wants to comment on the fellow who was in court for domestic violence charges and was let off with it because he is going to university. Ray thinks that a 40-month sentence indicates there is no value on human life. Men are released on bail for domestic violence and it still goes on. He says the last time he got sentenced, it was for over 5 years for $2500 in fraud, so it seems like our justice system is behind in the times.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:58:45am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: K8M-9K6-13

15 CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTING IN MEMORY OF CORTNEY LAKE: "Glenda" invites listeners to come out to St. David's Park for a Christmas tree lighting in memory of her niece Cortney Lake. It takes place tomorrow night and will be a family-friendly event.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 11:10:30am Duration: 00:02:45 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: Z9d-9i8-13

16 CANOPY GROWTH DEAL LACKS LONG-TERM VISION: Interim NDP Leader "Lorraine Michael" shares her thoughts on the deal between the Provincial Government and Canopy Growth in Ontario. She feels there were other ways to source a supply rather than make a 20-year deal and that there was a real lack of long-term vision for the potential of local production. She says it was a golden opportunity to give business to small producers right here and they have given it away. She wonders why we didn't put hybrids in place for the sale of cannabis instead of lumping it all under the NLC.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 11:13:15am Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: p8Q-2D2-13

17 AQUACULTURE IN NL: Marystown Mayor "Sam Synard" says it seems like opponents to aquaculture are against the process completely and no one fights for sustainable aquaculture or to make the improvements needed to make it work more efficiently. He says the deal for Placentia Bay has gone through many more processes than previous deals which were made. He says that at a meeting last night, Bill Bryden made a crack about the crowd from Marystown getting a bus ride into town having more to do with going shopping than having the discussion on aquaculture.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 11:27:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: t7W-8X9-13